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ABSTRACT
Of all large space structural systems, space stations present a
unique challenge and requirement to advanced control technology. Their
operations require control system stability over an extremely broad range
of parameter changes and high level of disturbances. During shuttle
docking the system mass may suddenly increase by more than 100% and during
station assembly the mass may vary even more drastically. These coupled
with the inherent dynamic model uncertainties associated with large space
structural systems require highly sophisticated control systems that can
grow as the stations evolve and cope with the-uncertainties and time-
varying elements to maintain the stability and pointing of the space
stations.
This report first deals with the aspects of space station operational
properties including configurations, dynamic models, shuttle docking
contact dynamics, solar panel interaction and load reduction to yield a
set of system models and conditions. A model reference adaptive control
algorithm along with the inner-loop plant augmentation design for
controlling the space stations under severe operational conditions of
shuttle docking, excessive model parameter errors, and model truncation
are then investigated. The instability problem caused by the zero-
frequency rigid body modes and a proposed solution using plant augmentation
are addressed. Two sets of sufficient conditions which guarantee the
globally asymptotic stability for the space station systems are obtained.
The performance of this adaptive control system on space stations
is analyzed through extensive simulations. Asymptotic stability, high
iii
rate of convergence, and robustness of the system are observed under the
above-mentioned severe conditions and constraints induced by control hard-
ware saturation. It is also found that further actuation level reductions
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1.1 Adaptive Control and Large Space Structures
Most of the well-developed control theory, either in the
frequency domain or in the time domain, deals with systems whose
mathematical representations are completely known. However, in many
practical situations, the parameters of the systems are .either poorly
known or time-varying. In such situations the usual fixed-gain
controller will be inadequate to achieve satisfactory performance in
the entire range over which the characteristics of the system may
vary. Hence, some type of monitoring of the system's behavior,
followed by the adjustment of the control input, is needed and is
referred to as adaptive control. In other words, while a
conventional control system is oriented toward the elimination of the
effects of state perturbations, the adaptive control system is
oriented toward the elimination of the effects of structural
perturbations upon the performance of the control system.
Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) and Self Tuning
Regulators (STR) are two principal approaches to the adaptive control
problems. In MRAC, the objective is to make the output of an unknown
plant asymptotically approach that of a given reference model which
specifies the desired performance of the plant. With STR, a controller
for a plant with assumed parameters is first chosen and the control
gains are then updated with the recursively estimated parameters of the
unknown plant.
MRAC can be classified into the following two types based on the
adaptation method used:
(i) Indirect Control, in which the plant parameters are
estimated and these in turn are used to adjust the
controller parameters to meet the performance requirement
dictated by the reference model.
(ii) Direct Control, in which no effort is made to identify the
plant parameters, the control parameters are adjusted
directly so that, the error between the plant outputs and
the model outputs approaches zero asymptotically.
Since the adaptive control systems are highly nonlinear closed-
loop feedback systems, there is a distinct possibility that such
systems can become unstable. In fact, the proof of global stability
of adaptive control schemes had been a long standing problem for two
decades and was not resolved until around 1979-1980. One ideal
application area for adaptive control is in large space structures
(LSS). The purposes of applying adaptive control to LSS are to
reduce the structural and parameter sensitivities of the controller.
This is due to the fundamental difficulties of obtaining an accurate
model for a distributed parameter system. One often has to
deal with linearized reduced-order models; hence, a great deal
of uncertainties in the mathematical model describing the dynamics of
LSS exist. In addition, time variation in the parameter values are
quite common in LSS environments. Slow time-varying effects may be
caused by structural settling, thermal distortions, or reorientations of,
system or subsystems. Spontaneous changes can also happen,
especially for space stations.
1.2 Objectives and Motivations
After the space shuttle, the next major space endeavor will be a
permanent manned space station. The launching of an initial space
station is planned for the early 1990's. By virtue of its mission and
function, the space station is a large space structure with a very unique
operational environment. As such, it suffers the same drawbacks as other
large space structures. These are related to its large size, flexibility,
and the way it is built and deployed. The size and flexibility prevent it
from comprehensive ground measurement and test, which implies that pre-flight
knwoledge of the spacecraft dynamics will be far from precise. In-flight
system identification will enhance out knowledge on flight
dynamics but it cannot totally eliminate the model parameter
uncertainites. Structural flexibility implies infinite dimensionality;
hence, model truncation is inevitable. With current technology,
only a relatively small number of states can be handled in
control design and state estimation. Previous studies of control
of large space antennas, for instance, have concluded that
destabllization can occur when the parameters of a design model
deviate from those of the actual plant by a significant amount
[1,2]. In addition to model errors, dynamic disturbances of many
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orders of magnitude greater than those of the conventional
spacecraft will be routine for space stations. Shuttle docking can
cause an instantaneous change of mass of more than 100% accompanied
by a high intensity shock load. Station assembly, payload
articulation, crew motion, launching and retrieving of satellites,
etc., will all contribute to disturbance and model parameter
variations. The adaptive control problems for space stations are
summarized in Fig. 1. Although fixed-gain robust control designs can
desensitize the system performance, it Is only effective to a limited
extent, i.e., for cases where parameter values deviate slightly from
their nominal values [3]. All these have motivated us to investigate
the feasibility of applying adaptive control techniques to space
stations to maintain the stability and pointing.
1.3 Literature Review
Indirect adaptive control was first proposed by Kalman [4] in
1958. The control task may be divided into two parts: a
prestructured controller and a recursive plant identification
scheme. The parameter estimates are used by the controller to
compute appropriate control actions. Feldbaum [5] called this dual
control because of the two steps Involved in finding the control. In
Ref. 6 Iserman et al. compared six on-line identification and
parameter estimation methods that can be used for indirect control.
Ljung [7,8] has proposed a general technique for analyzing the
convergence of discrete-time stochastic adaptive algorithms, yet the
problem of boundedness has not been resolved. More recently, Landau































types of Indirect adaptive controllers. These results had been
extended by Johnstone [11] in 1979. Narendra and Valavani [12]
derived, in 1979, some indirect adaptive control laws by employing a
specific controller structure and the concept of positive realness
and showed that these laws are identical to those obtained in the case
of direct control. Goodwin [13] has utilized a projection algorithm to
obtain a class of globally convergent adaptive algorithms in 1980 and
established global convergence of a stochastic adaptive control
algorithm for discrete-time linear systems [14] in 1981.
Direct adaptive control was first designed using the performance
index minimization method proposed by Whitaker [15] of the MIT
Instrumentation Laboratory in 1961 and has since then been referred
to as the MIT design rule. The performance index used is the
integral square of the response error. An improved design rule with
respect to the speed of response had been proposed in 1963 by
Donalson et al. [16], who used a more general performance index than
that of Whitaker. Winsor [17] had also modified the MIT rule in 1968
to reduce the response sensitivity to the loop gain, at the expense
of additional instrumentation. Although some progress was made then,
none of the design rules mentioned so far are globally stable. From
then on, stability has become a major concern for subsequent studies.
The most common application of stability theory to direct MRAC
had been Lyapunov's second method. The adaptive rule is obtained by
selecting the design equations to satisfy conditions derived from
Lyapunov's second method. Butchart and Shackcloth [18] first
suggested the use of a quadratic Lyapunov function, which was
employed later in 1966 by Parks [19] to redesign *a system formerly
designed by the MIT rule. The use of a different Lyapunov function
by Phillipson [20] and Gilbart et al. [21] has resulted in the
introduction of feedforward loops that would improve the damping of
adaptive response. Unfortunately, all these algorithms are difficult
to realize in practice because of the requirement of measuring the
entire state vector, which is often Impossible.
Landau [22] was the first one to apply Popov's hyperstability
criterion [23] to multi-input multi-output continuous MRAC systems
subject to perfect model following conditions. He also used the same
technique to treat the discrete-time MRAC problems [24,25], as did
Bethoux et al. [26]. Anderson has given a lucid proof of Popov's
hyperstability criterion in Ref. 27. An important contribution was
made by Monopoli [28] (1974), who proposed an ingenious control
scheme for continuous single-input single-output systems involving an
auxiliary signal fed into the reference model and a corresponding
augmented error between the model and the plant outputs, so that the
use of pure differentiators in the algorithm can be avoided.
However, as pointed out in Ref. 29 (1978), the arguments given in Ref.
28 concerning stability are incomplete. Following the augmented
error signal concept, Narendra [30] (1978) and [31] (1980) and Morse [32]
(1978) and [33] (1980) succeeded in designing globally stable, asymptotic
output tracking algorithms for continuous single-input single-output
systems. Both Narendra and Morse have assumed that the relative
degrees of the plant transfer function are known. Besides, Morse's
algorithm is much too complex for use in practical applications. The
application of augmented error technique to discrete-time single-
input single-output systems was made by lonescu [34], Narendra [35]
and Suzuki [36]. Johnstone et al. [37] have extended Suzuki's
technique to solve some simple non-minimum phase problems by
optimizing an augmented optimization criterion. Goodwin [13] took a
different approach. Instead of relying upon the use of augmented
errors or auxiliary inputs, he used the projection theorem to
establish the global convergence of a class of adaptive control
algorithms for discrete-time deterministic linear multi-input multi-
output systems.
Narendra and Valavani have proved that the direct and indirect
control would arrive at the same result [38]. Using a typical error
model, they also found that when all the signals in the plant are
uniformly bounded, hyperstability and asymptotic hyperstability are
achieved under exactly the same conditions as stability and
asymptotic stability in the sense of Lyapunov [39].
Most stability proofs for direct model reference adaptive
control systems have been restricted to single-input single-output or
at best, multi-input single-output systems [40] (1975). Results
pertaining to direct MRAC for multi-input multi-output continuous
systems which do not satisfy the perfect model following conditions
are limited. Also, the assumption made by the above algorithms that
the relative degrees (difference between the number of poles and
zeros) of the plant are known is too restrictive from the engineering
point of view.
One particular adaptive control algorithm applied to multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) systems was proposed by Sobel et al. [41] (1979) and
[42] (1982). Using the Command Generator Tracker (CGT) law developed
by Broussard [43] and a direct Lyapunov stability approach, they
designed a direct MRAC algorithm that, without the need for parameter
identification, forced the error between the outputs of plant and
model (which need not be of the same order as the plant) to approach
zero. Like all other MIMO adaptive control algorithms, this one also
requires that the number of controls equals the number of outputs and
the plant input-output transfer function matrix is strictly positive
real for some feedback gain matrix.
As far as applications of adaptive control to large space
structures is concerned, direct control is superior to indirect
control. Since large space structures are infinite dimensional,
the identification of all or a large number of parameters of the
plant is clearly impossible or unfeasible* As described in Ref. 44,
the adaptive controller must then be based on a reduced-order model
(ROM) whose order is substantially lower than that of the plant.
However, when the adaptive controller operates in closed-loop with
the plant, it interacts with the unmodeled residual subsystems, this
may cause great difficulties or disastrous problems [45].
The literature which deals with the application of adaptive
control to large space structures is very limited. This is due t'o
the difficulties associated with LSS in both the model truncations
and parameter uncertainties.
Rohrs et al. [46] (1982) developed a method of analyzing
stability and robustness properties of a wide class of adaptive
control algorithms for systems that have unmodeled dynamics and
output disturbances. According to their investigation, none of the
algorithms they tested including those of the widely recognized
researchers are stable under these conditions.
Bar-Kana et al. [47] (1983) applied and extended the algorithm
proposed by Sobel et al. [42] to the control of large space
structural systems, in which they have treated the problems of
unmodeled dynamics and other model uncertainties. This work also
suffers from some drawbacks, e.g., it cannot handle rigid body modes
which always play an important role in large space sructural systems;
the design and analysis are specific to the control of a simply
supported beam while LSS are usually much more complex; the
sufficient conditions for stability are too restrictive, etc. All
these necessitate further investigation for the application of
adaptive control to large space structures in general, and to space
stations in particular.
1.4 Outline of This Report
In Chapter II, two space station configurations and their mass
properties are described. Finite-element, dynamic models for both the
two-panel and four-panel station configurations are developed in Chapter
III. In Chapter IV, the adaptive control problem is formulated. The
control structure is addressed in Chapter V. In Chapter VI, a direct
model reference adaptive control algorithm together with the plant
augmentation design is presented and two sets of sufficient
10
conditions for asymptotic stability of the system are derived. In
Chapter VII, extensive performance analyses through simulation are
discussed, and conclusions are summarized in Chapter VIII.
11
CHAPTER II
CONFIGURATIONS AND MASS PROPERTIES OF SPACE STATIONS
During the last few years, many space station configurations have
been proposed and studied. The configuration development is indeed an
evolutionary process, since there are so many factors that need to be
considered and assessed against various configuration concepts [48,49].
Two configurations have drawn particular attention — the NASA
Space Station Task Force Initial Operation Center (IOC) Baseline Configu-
ration and the Concept Development Group (CDG) Split-Module Planar Configu-
ration [49]. They are also referred to as the two-panel baseline
configuration (or 6 degree-of-freedom model) and four-panel planar
configuration (or 19 degree-of-freedom model), respectively, hereafter.
2.1 Two-Panel Baseline Configuration
Figure 2 shows the Task Force IOC Baseline Configuration which
was developed by the Space Station Task Force with the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. The system dynamics of this configuration is dominated
by the two very large solar panels measuring 250 ft x 40 ft and
weighing 4000 Ibs each on the ground. It also has a 50 ft x 10 ft
radiator panel, a central bus structure consisting of a resource
module, habitat module, logistics module, laboratory module, berthing
truss, payloads, etc. The entire station weighs 134,000 Ibs. Note
that the lighter weight of this configuration compared with that of
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were considered for this configuration rather than the structural
differences between the two concepts.
The moments of inertia for this configuration are Ixx «
8.75xl06 slug-ft2, Iyy - 1.58xl06 slug-ft2, and IZ2 - 8.60xl06
slug-ft2. Due to the asymmetric design, the products of inertia are
quite high, Ixy - -9.57X101* slug-ft2, Iyz - -4.89x10*' slug-ft2, and
IX2 = 5.18x10** slug-ft2. With the selection of the reference
coordinates as shown in Fig. 2, the center of mass has a high bias of
X - 27 ft, Y - -2.3 ft, and Z - 5 ft.
Figure 3 shows a similar configuration with additional modules
and payloads attached. The 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) dynamic model
that is developed in Chapter III and used extensively for feasibility
analysis is based on the mass properties of the configuration shown
In Fig. 2. As far as dynamic properties are concerned, the 6-DOF
model is closer to that illustrated in Fig. 4.
2.2 Four-Panel Planar Configuration [48,49]
Figure 5 shows a version of the CDG Split-Module Planar
Configuration. The basic difference between this configuration and
that of Fig. 2 is that this configuration consists of 4 smaller solar
panels (100 ft x 50 ft) and 4 larger radiator panels (70 ft x 20 ft)
and, in addition, this configuration is a dynamically balanced design
with structural symmetry. Since the solar panels are of much smaller
size and a more reasonable aspect ratio, the structural strength
improves and the fundamental modal frequencies increase.
The main structure of this configuration measures 280 ft in
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modules, a 30-ft service truss, and payloads. The pressurized
modules are sized 22 ft x 14 ft diameter determined by the space
shuttle payload bay size. The solar panels are hinged to rotate
about the axes parallel to roll (X) and pitch (Y) axes, respectively,
for solar inertial pointing. The radiators are also hinged for
articulation, and the core or the bus of the station is pointed to
the nadir direction. Again due to its large size and flexibility,
the .solar panels are the dominant factor for the flexible body
dynamics.
Referring to Fig. 5, Table 1 lists the dimensions and masses of
the major components. Using the body coordinates with origin placed
at the geometric center of the station, the center of mass is,
X - - 1.235 ft
cm
Y - 0
Z - •= 0
cm
The self moments of inertia of each component are computed using
the mass and dimension data shown in Table 1. Each of the components
falls in one of the three basic structures — a rectangular plate, a
rectangular cube, or a right cylinder. For simplicity, all the
component masses are assumed uniformly distributed throughout the
18
respective component structure. Table 2 shows the self moments of
Inertia for each component and Table 3 shows the component moments of
inertia with respect to the center of the reference frame which is
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DYNAMIC MODELS FOR SPACE STATIONS
The development of space station control technology requires
results of the following nature:
(1) First - order assessment of problems that will have
significant effects on the space station designs. In order
to guide the concept formulation and design, these types of
results must be generated at a high rate of return.
(2) Analysis of problems that involve multiple interactive
elements which require somewhat complex implementation.
Because of the complexity of the problem, more time will be
required for development and Implementation.
For the first purpose stated above, a 6-DOF finite-element
dynamic model is developed for the two-panel space station. Because
of its tractability and reasonable simulation turnaround time and
cost, it is used extensively to evaluate adaptive control problems
and performance. For the second purpose, a 19-DOF finite-element
dynamic model is developed for the four-panel space station.
However, the analysis in this report is, in general,
configuration Independent.
3.1 Finite-Element Model for the Two-Panel Station Configuration
3.1.1 Dynamic Variables, Coordinates, and Parameters
The 6-DOF finite-element model is shown in Fig. 6, in which only
plane motions are considered. The motions of interest are the
rotations about the X-axis which are tightly coupled with the





















freedom — three linear displacements Zj, Z^ Z$ and three bending
angles 6j, 82, 63 of the central bus and the two outer tips of the
solar panels. The solar panels are-modeled as two uniform beams with
length L, linear mass density p, and flexural rigidity El. The bus
and modules are modeled as a rigid core body with mass M2 and moment
of inertia I2 located at the center of the structure.
3.1.2 The Stiffness Matrix
A finite-element technique is used to derive the stiffness and
mass matrices for the model [50]. To obtain the stiffness matrix by
using this technique, one starts by dividing the structure into a
finite number of elements, the properties of each element are then
determined. The properties of the entire structure are obtained by
superimposing those of the elements at the associated nodes. There
are two nodal points associated with each element, and two degrees of
freedom at each node if only transverse plane displacements are
considered. The deflected shape of the beam element may be described
by a set of cubic Hermitian polynomials, as follows, when unit




The shape functions for unit displacement at the right end are,
(x).3(f)2-2/r3 (3.3)
(3.4)
The general shape expression is the superposition of these functions,
v (x) - * (x) (x) v + * (x) (x) 9 (3.5)
The stiffness coefficient associated with the beam flexure is
(L
' JLEl (x) *£ (x) *V (x) dx « k^ (3.6)
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where Ffl, Fb, Tfl, and Tfe are the nodal forces and torques at nodes a
and b, respectively, and vfl, vfe, 9fl, and 6^ are the corresponding
nodal displacements — translation and rotation. The stiffness of
the complete structure is obtained by adding the element stiffness
26
appropriately. For instance, the structural stiffness of node i at
which elements 1, m, and n are attached is
= k(l) + k(m) * k(n)ii ii Kii ii (3.8)
where the hat implies that all the variables are expressed in a
common global coordinate system, or they have been transformed to a
common system from their local systems.
Now we shall use Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) to derive the stiffness
matrix for the 6-DOF model. Consider the uniform beam element in Fig. 7.
If the two nodal points taken are located at its ends, there will be
a total of four DOF — one translation and one rotation at each node.
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where F^ and F2 are the forces, Tj and T2 are the torques applied at
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By using Eq. (3.8) to combine Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), i.e., adding the
element stiffness at the joining point, the stiffness matrix K for
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Figure 8 Conbined Uniform Beam Elements
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3.1.3 The Consistent-Mass Matrix
The consistent-mass matrix is the mass matrix for the
distributed mass of the flexible structure. For a beam element of
length L, mass density p(x), the mass influence coefficient m^ can
be expressed as
CLm. . • I
XJ Jn
p(x) *.(x) <|» .(x) dx • m.. (3.12)
where (^x) and 'l'j(x) are the shape functions. The term "consistent"
signifies that this mass matrix is obtained using the same shape
functions t|>.(x) as those used for deriving the stiffness matrix. The
cubic Hermitian polynomials are generally used for straight beams.
Therefore, for the straight uniformly distributed beam element shown in
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54 -13L 156 -22L
-13L -3L2 -22L 4L2
(3.14)
Hence, the combined consistent-mass matrix MQ for the 6-DOF model can






















































3.1.4 The Lumped-Mass Matrix and System Mass Matrix
The consistent-mass matrix accounts for the effect of
distributed mass only, the effect of concentrated mass is accounted
for by the lumped-mass matrix Mp,
MD = diag (0, 0, M2, I2, 0, 0) (3.16)
The total system mass matrix is, then
M - Mc + MD (3.17)
3.1.5 Equations of Motion
The equations of motion for the 6-DOF model can then be written
as
M *Z*+ K Z - F « B u (3.18)
yp - C(a Zp + Zp) (3.19)
where
ZP ™ ^Zpl 6pl Zp2 9p2 Zp3 6p3^
9» Zo 80 Z-» 8->]
F - [FJ TJ F2 T2 F3 T3]T
u • M-dimensional plant control input vector
y_ - M-dimensional plant output vector
33
B « 6 x M control influence matrix
C » M x 6 measurement distribution matrix
a is the weighting factor of the position vs. rate measurement
3.1.6 Modal Coordinates and Modal Properties
To carry out the analysis of this dissertation, modal
coordinates are used. The modal model is obtained by setting F = 0
in Eq. (3.18) and solving the eigenvalue problem. Let <j> be the
normalized eigenvector matrix which is selected such that
*
TM«J> - I (3.20)
*
TK$ - A (3.21)
where A is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix. Let ti be the modal
amplitude vector, and Z • 4>n. Substitute this into Eq. (3.18) and
premultiply both sides by <J>T, one has the following dynamical
equation in modal form,
'n* + An - 4>TBup (3.22)
After adding damping terms, Eq. (3.22) becomes
n + diag (2C!»!»...2C6u6)n + diag(u>J o)|)na«|»TBup (3.23)
The corresponding damped dynamical equation in physical coordinates




Hence, the system equations of motion in physical and modal
coordinates are, respectively
and
MZp + DZp + KZp - Bup








The modal properties of the 6-DOF model are obtained by using











and the mode shape matrix (eigenvector matrix) <fr is
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.872E-1 .194E-1 -.127 -.961E-1 .178 .178
-.352E-3 -.157E-4 .720E-3 .719E-3 -.545E-2 -.549E-2
-.693E-3 .155E-1 .301E-2 -.360E-7 .151E-2 -.174E-5
* -
-.352E-3 -.157E-4 .727E-8 -.450E-3 .126E-6 -.117E-3
-.886E-1 .116E-1 -.127 .961E-1 .179 -.117
-.352E-3 -.157E-4 -.720E-3 .719E-3 .546E-2 -.548E-2
(3.27b)
Figure 9 shows the mode shapes corresponding to the above mode
shape matrix. Of the six modes, there are two zero-frequency rigid
body rotational and translational modes, two first bending modes —
symmetric and antisymmetric, and two second bending modes.
3.2 Finite-Element Model for the Four-Panel Station Configuration
3.2.1 Dynamic Variables, Coordinates, and Parameters
Referring to Fig. 10, the main or backbone structure is modeled
as two flexible beams rigidly attached to the core body (the bus);
and the solar panels are also modeled as flexible beams with two
beams jointed together and attached to the ends of the main
structure. The two payloads, assumed rigid here, are hinge connected
to the core body to form a balanced structure. To keep the model to
a tractable size, the beams are assumed torsionally stiff, and hence,
only bending angles and the associated deflections are modeled here*
This model consists of 19 dynamic variables, 7 translations and
12 rotations, as indicated In Fig. 10. Since the beams are assumed
torsionally stiff, $2 (*6^  represents the roll angles for the entire


























































































the same reason, 6^ is the pitch angle for the entire main structure,
therefore, the following constraints apply:
(3.28)
The payload motions are modeled by the hinge angles, Ygx, Ygy»
Ygy, where in Fig. 10, Ygx, Y8y, Ygx, Yg are the corresponding
inertial attitude angles. The translations at the c.m. of the
payloads can be computed using the hinge angles.. Therefore, the
translation variables are Zj, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6, Z7, and the
rotation variables are 8lt <f>2, 93» 8A» *4» e5» *6» 67» Y8x» Y8y' Y9x»
i
and Ygy.
The model parameters are basically the flexural rigidity (El),
the length, and the mass density for the beam elements in the model;
the mass, moment of Inertia and length for the payloads and the core
station. The values for the mass- related parameters are computed
based on information discussed in Chapter II.
3.2.2 The Stiffness Matrix
First, the 19-DOF model is divided into three parts, the solar
panels — south, the solar panels — north, and the main structure.
The payloads will not be considered until later. The finite-element
technique used is the same as that for the 6-DOF model.
Consider Fig. 11, the two "south" panels are modeled as two
uniform beams, each 115 ft in length. Referring to Eq. (3.11),






























































Similarly, referring to Fig. 12, the stiffness matrix for the




























































The elastic model for the main structure is shown in Fig. 13.
The main structure is also modeled as two flexible beams, but with
higher flexural rigidity than those of the solar panels. These beams
are uniform and have a length of 140 ft each. The stiffness matrix




Figure 11 Elastic Model for Solar Panels — South
(El) (ED '4Ls ; 4
Figure 12 Elastic Model for Solar Panels — North
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Applying the same principle of Eq. (3.8), the stiffness matrices
of Eqs. (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) can be combined to yield the system
stiffness matrix. Reorder the force and displacement vectors and the
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The purpose of this reordering process is to move ^2% an^ ®2 to tlie
top for later use and F2 and Z2 to the bottom so that the "south"
panels can be combined with the main structure.
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Reorder the rows and columns of Eq. (3.31) so that ?2 and T.^ , are
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Reorder Eq. (3.30) so that Fg and Zg sit on the top and Tgg and
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combine Eqs. (3.32), (3.33) and (3.34) one has
ILiJi 6n 3t^i 0 Q
Lg«i 3L i^ 2*-2<i ^ 0
3Lg» 0 0 f t i '^ t-^1
L|» 0 0 3L£i 2l|n
0 -6n -3Lcn -6n 31.^ 1
0
3L,0 60 3L^ 0 0
2L^fl -3L,;) tjd 0 0 I
I
3L/ I2« 0 3L^ -eO I
tjd 0 4tJ( tj( -31,0 '
0 3LJ) uJ0 2Lj( -31,0










to combine T6? and T2Q and rename it as T4e, and e& and &2 and rename
it as 64 and rearrange the rows and columns so that they appear
between F^ and T^ and between Z^ and ^ , respectively. In addition,
we also exchange the orders of Tg^ and Fg, and ^g, and Zg. Thus if
we let F8, Z8, and Kg be the force vector, displacement vector, and
45
the stiffness matrix, respectively, Eq. (3.36) becomes
where
(3.38)
Fg = T19 F3 T39 F2
Z3 63 Z2 <fr2
TA9 TA(J F6
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where a and 6 <•
A quick check of symmetry, Kg Is symmetric as it is supposed to be.
3.2.3 The Consistent-Mass Matrix
Consider Figs. 14, 15, and 16 which show the distributed mass
models for the south and north solar panels and the main structure,
respectively. By using the same finite-element technique, the
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Figure 14 Distributed Mass Model for Solar Panels — South
.. z,
e.
Figure 15 Distributed Mass Model for Solar Panels — North
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Employing a similar approach for obtaining the stiffness matrix,
the following equation can be obtained:
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3.2.4 The Lumped-Mass Matrix and System Mass Matrix
Mgc accounts for the distributed mass for the flexible structure
but not the lumped mass associated with the rigid bodies. Let MSD be
the lumped-mass matrix for the station excluding the payloads, then
MSD = diag (0,0,0,0,0,0,M4,I4yy,I4xx,0,0,0,0,0,0) (3.48) '
where M4, I4xx, and I4yy are the mass and moments of inertia of the
core station defined in Fig. 10.
The total mass matrix, excluding payloads is,
Ms - Msc
The corresponding dynamic equation due to mass and inertia is
FS - Ms*z's (3.50)
3.2.5 Payload Dynamics and Hinge Torque Model
The dynamic model for the payloads (identified as bodies 8 and 9)
and the hinge coordinates are shown in Fig. 17.
To include the pay load dynamics and the dynamic interactions
between the payloads and the station, the following expressions are








 "PAYLOAO 8" ABOUT X-AXIS
T8Y ** V " 64 " HINGE ANGLE FOR "PAYLOAD 8" ABOUT Y-AXIS
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9Y * 79Y " ^4 " HINGE ANGLE FOR "PAYLOAD 9" ABOUT Y-AXIS
Figure 17 Payload Dynamics and Hinge Model
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FA - (M8+M9)Z4 + (M8L8-M9L9)e4 + M8L8bY8y-M9L9bY9y (3.51)
T49 + (M8L8-M9L9)Z4 - (I8y8+M8L§ + ^ys^ L^ )'^  (3.52)
+ M8L8aL8b + M8L8b^ 8
-
 (I8xs + I9xs>*4 - '
F.qs. (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53) are used to replace F4, 149, and
in Eq. (3.50).
The torques applied at the payload hinges are,
T9x - x^s** + ^ xs'^ x (3.55)
T8y = ~ M8L8bz*4 + (l8ys+M8L8aL8b+M8L8b)'6A + ^ Sys^ S^ b^ Sy <
T9y - MgLgb'^  -K (igyg+MgLgaL^ L^^ )^  + ( I9yB+^ lb^ 9y (3'57)
I t I
where Y8x, Y8y, Y9x» and Y9y are the hinge angles for payloads 8 and
9 about the X- and Y-axes.
The above equations are derived using the Lagranglan approach
with more general assumptions and then linearized for small angles.
The detailed derivation is shown in Appendix A.
3.2.6 . Equations of Motion
Let Fp " <T8x. T9x» T8y» T9y> and Zp " <Y8x, Yg,, Y8y. ) be
the payload forcing and displacement vectors, the corresponding










The system mass matrix becomes,
(3.58)




























































where Kg is defined in Eq. (3.41),
The equation of motion is
(3.65)
MZ + KZ - F (3.66)
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3.2.7 Modal Coordinates and Modal Properties
Let n(t), A, and 4> be the modal amplitude vector, eigenvalue
matrix, and normalized eigenvector matrix, respectively. Let Z(t) =
4>n(t), substitute this into Eq. (3.66) and premultlply Eq. (3.66) by
$ » then <|iTMi|» = I and <J> K<J> = A, one has the following dynamical
equation in modal form,
n + An = 4>TF (3.67)
where A = diag (o»| ..... (t>\g) . Adding damping terms, Eq. (3.67)
becomes,
"n* + diag (2C1a)1,...,2c19to19)f| + diag(u>^ ,... ,o)^ g)n - <t»TF (3.68)
The corresponding damped dynamical equation in physical coordinates
can be obtained through transformation. Let D be the damping factor
matrix, one has
D = (TT diag (2C1o)1,...,2i:iga)19)<|)~1 (3.69)
and the equation of motion becomes,
MZ + DZ + KZ - F . (3.70)
For the purpose of control, let B and C be the control influence
matrix and measurement distribution matrix, respectively, the system
equation in physical and modal coordinates are, respectively,
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MZ + DZ + KZ " Bur






+ diag (uj ..... u\9)r\ = <J>TBup (3.73)
(3.74)
To obtain the modal properties, i.e., to determine the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, for the open-loop system, one can
either free the hinges for the payloads or clamp them. For the
latter case, a 15-DOF system results with 12 flexible modes and 3
rigid body modes. For the former case, however, a 19-DOF system
results since the payloads are considered rigid bodies and the hinges
are freed, it ends up with 4 additional rigid or zero frequency
modes. Since this does not yield additional information, only the
clamped-hinge case is considered in this dissertation.
The modal frequencies and mode shapes for the four-panel
configuration with clamped-hinge case are shown in Fig. 18. These
modes are divided into three groups. The first bending group
consists of 6 modes with frequencies ranging from 0.115 Hz to 0.302
Hz. These modes are formed with the first symmetric or antisymmetric
bending of the three major structures, i.e., the two solar panel


























































































the second symmetric or the. antisymmetric bending of the three major
structures. The frequencies for this group are much higher than
those of the first group, ranging from 1.67 Hz to 2.34 Hz. The third
group consists of three rigid body modes with zero frequency.
The structural and mass parameters used for generating these
modes are shown in Fig. 10. The flexural rigidity (EI)g « 9.48xl06
lb-ft2 has been used for the solar panels and a value of an order of
magnitude higher has been used for the main structure.
3.3 Frequency Characterization of Space Station Dynamical Systems
With the availability of these space station models, the
frequency characteristics of the various dynamical systems in the
space station environment are identified as shown in Fig. 19.
For a nominal orbital altitude of 400 km, the orbital period is
92.61 minutes or 1.8x10"** Hz rate. For an altitude close to 400 km, the
orbital rate will be inside the shaded narrow region in Fig. 19. The
solar panel libration frequency for quasi-solar-inertial pointing
[51] will be twice the orbital rate, as shown in Fig. 19. A low
bandwidth attitude control system for the space station will have a
bandwidth in the range of 0.001 Hz to 0.005 Hz. The two-panel low
DOF model and the four-panel finite-element model are shown in Fig.
19 with their modeled frequencies identified by vertical lines. The
dashed regions extending the modeled modes represent the modal
spectra that are not Included in the models. The payload attitude
control systems for a range of applications will have bandwidth in a
range centered at 1 Hz. The core body Including the pressurized












































indicates that the spectral separations of the orbital rate, the
attitude controllers, and the low frequency modes of the station
structure are reasonable. However, the same cannot be said about the
structural modes and the payload controls. For instance, the payload
controller bandwidth falls between the modes of the first and the second
bending groups. This result strongly suggests that decoupling control




The space station, or the controlled plant can be represented by
the following state space model:
xp(t) - Ap xp(t) + Bp up(t) (4.1)
yp(t) = Cp xp(t) (4.2)
where xp(t) is the Np-dimensional plant states, up(t) is the M-
dinensional plant control inputs, and y0(t) is the M-dimensional
plant outputs. Here it has been implicitly assumed that the number
of inputs equals the number of outputs. Physically, control inputs
are the forces and torques generated by actuators, such as thrusters,
proof masses, Control Moment Gyros, and momentum wheels. The outputs
are measurements such as linear and angular displacements and rates
measured by accelerometers, rate and integration gyros, etc. A , B ,
C are the state, control influence, and measurement distribution
matrices of appropriate dimensions. (Ap,Bp) is controllable and (Ap,
Cp) is observable.
A reference model that serves as a performance measure is
required. This model is chosen to be asymptotically
stable and can be represented by the following equations:
Bm
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where (^t) is the ^-dimensional model states, u^t) is the M-
dimensional model commands, and ym(t) is the M-dimensional model
outputs. Afg, Bm, Cm are matrices of appropriate dimensions.
Since the space station is infinitely dimensional while the
dimension of the reference model has to be reasonably small for
practical implementation, the following condition will be necessary
for any adaptive algorithms for LSS (large space structures) or space
stations:
Np » Nm (4.5)
Define the output error between the plant and the model as
ey(t) - ym(t) - yp(t) (4.6)
Since the reference model specifies the desired performance of the
plant (space station), the objective is then, without assuming the
complete knowledge of the plant, to design an adaptation mechanism to
generate a suitable plant control input u_(t), so that the plant
output tracks the model output asymptotically, i.e.,




5.1 Control Architecture for the Two-Panel Configuration
Referring to Fig. 6, the most rigid location on the station is
its core on which inertial sensors, accelerometers and actuators are
located. Control Moment Gyros (CMC's) are assumed and they are
effective only for antisymmetric modes; the symmetric modes are
controlled by the thrusters or proof masses. To gain controllability
and compensate for vibrations of the large flexible panel structure,
reaction wheels at the tips of the panels are postulated.
Accelerometers and a target set of vibration sensors for relative attitude
and rate measurements are also placed at the panel tips. Although the
panel tips are far from ideal for locating hardware components, the choice
is nil. For translational control, force actuators are required at
the bus.
With the above control architectural design, the control input

































ntrol torque at left panel tip
trol force at central bus
ntrol torque at central bus




In order to apply adaptive control techniques to this 6-DOF
model, Eqs. (3.26a) and (3.26b), i.e., the plant equations, are
written in state space form. Let np be the modal amplitude vector,





















where <fr is the mode shape (eigenvector) matrix for the plant, u-^
and C k are the modal frequencies and damping ratios, respectively.
Rased on the control input vector u given in Eq. (5.1), the
control influence matrix B is given by
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
(5.9)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
Since the sensors and actuators are colocated, we have, in Eqs.
(5.7) and (5.8)
C - B1 (5.10)
5.2 Control Architecture for the Four-Panel Configuration
With a similar but more complicated control architectural design
than that used for the two-panel configuration, the control input and












































































torque at left south panel tip
orque at right south panel tip
orce at the root of south panel
orque (bending) at the root of south panel
orce at central bus
orque (twisting) at central bus
orque (bending) at central bus
orce at the root of north panel
orque (bending) at the root of north panel
orque at left north panel tip
orque at right north panel tip
(5.11)
(5.12)
11 sets of sensors and actuators are used at 7 locations. The
problem becomes more involved now because of the more complicated
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structure and the three-dimensional motion instead of plane motion
only.
Again, for the application of adaptive control, state-space
representations of Eqs. (3.73) and (3.74) are obtained. Let YJ








































• " tp ~
V o
+ u
n , Tn PP 9 0p
(5~.14)
(5.15)






















where A , u ^, and C-^ are the eigenvector matrix, modal frequencies
and damping ratios, respectively, and the control influence matrix B
is
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o o o o o o o o o o o
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
B - 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 (5.19)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
o o o o o o o o o o o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
o o o o o o o o o o o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Again, the sensors and actuators are colocated, hence
B





The equations of the plant (space station) and the reference
model are described in Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4), and are repeated below for
convenience:
plant ( xp(t) = Ap xp(t) + Bp up(t) (6.1)
( yp(t) = Cp xp(t) (6.2)
model
ra • ui ui • iii ui • ~ '
(6.4)
The output error is
ev(t) - y_(t) - y-(t) (6.5)
The objective is to find up such that
lira ey(t) = 0 (6.6)
with the requirement that dimension N. » N,,, and A_, Bp, C_ are not
completely known.
The adaptive control algorithm under consideration here is an
extension of that developed in Ref. 42. Since the Command Generator
Tracker theory [43] formed the basis of that algorithm, it is
introduced first in the following.
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6.1 The Command Generator Tracker Theory
The Command Generator Tracker (CGT) concept developed by
Broussard is a type of model reference control. What makes it
attractive is that it allows perfect model output tracking even
though the plant and the model are not of the same order. The basic
idea of CGT is to generate a plant input u (t) as a linear
combination of the model states x^ t), model inputs




up(t) » S2ixm(t) ey(t) (6.7)
so that the output tracking error asymptotically approaches zero.
The gain matrices Soi and Soo are referred to as the CGT gains, and
Ke is selected to stabilize (Ap-B KfiC ).
When yp(t) » ym(t) (i.e., perfect tracking occurs), the
corresponding plant state and control trajectories are called "ideal
trajectories" and are denoted as x*(t) and u£(t), respectively. When
um(t) is constant, xp(t) and up(t) are assumed to be linearly related
to the model command um and model state
following equations:




where Sjj, Sj2t $21 an(' ^22 are matrices with appropriate
dimensions. By definition, the ideal trajectory xp(t) is such that
"'Tor the more general case, refer to Ref . 54.
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y*(t) = Cp XpXt) - Cm xm(t) = yn(t) (6.9)
and
xj(t) - Ap xj(t) + Bp uj(t) (6.10)
To find the CGT gains S21 and S22, we first substitute Eq. (6.8) into
Eq. (6.9). Thus,
Cp xj(t) ' Cp(SH *n(t> + S12 "m> = Cm xm (6-U)
Hence,
Cp sll ™ Cm (6.12)
Cp S12 • 0 (6.13)
Differentiating Eq. (6.8),
* ^ k v * • *
(6.1A)
and substituting Eq. (6.8) into Eq. (6.10)
xp(t) " V8!! **<*) + S12 %> * Bp(s21 xm(t) + S22 %)
= (Ap Sn + Bp S21) ^(t) + (Ap S12 + Bp S22) um (6,15)
and comparing Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15), we have
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Ap Sll + Bp S21
Bra 12 + Bp S22
(6.16)
(6.17)

























The so-called perfect model following (PMF) conditions are a
special case of the CGT when the state vector is available and it is
assumed that x£(O - ^(t). Since x£(t) - S11xra(t) + S^ ,^ the PMF




Bp(S21 x^t) + S22 um)
Bp S21> *m<t) + Bp S22 v^
A, Vt)
 + Bm u, (6'22)
From Eq. (6.22), It is found that
Bp S21 = A* - Ap (6.23.)
Bp S22 = B^ (6-23b)
If the CGT gains S2J and S22 which satisfy the PMF conditions
(Eq. (6.23)) exist, a valid PMF controller then becomes
up(t) = u*(t) + K(xm(t) - Xp(t)) (6.24)
where K is a stabilizing feedback gain.
Back to the general CGT, we define the state error as ex(t) =
x_(t) - xp(t) and seek a controller which guarantees that ex(t) •»• 0
as t * «. Because when xp(t-) - x*(t), we have Cp xp(t) - Cp x*(t),
hence
yp(t) A Cp xp(t) - Cp xp1 (t) A 0^ (1) A ym(t) (6.25)
and that is exactly the desired result we require.
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With the error defined as ex(t) » xp(t) - xp(t), the error
dynamics becomes
ex(t) - ApXp(t) + Vp(t) ' AP XP(t) ~ BP uP(t)
= Ap ex(t) + Bp[u* (t) - up(t)l (6.26)
Note that
ey(t) - ym(t) - yp(t) = Cp(xJ(t) - xp(t)) - Cp ex(t) (6.27)
Equation (6.26) will be used in the subsequent stability analysis.
The CGT concept stated above is, however, non-adaptive. The
purpose of adaptive control is to eliminate the need for a priori
knowledge of the plant that is required in CGT.
6.2 Direct Model Reference Adaptive Control
Based on the CGT concept, Sobel et al. [42] developed the
following adaptive control law:
"
 Ke(t) "y(t) + K»(t) **(t> + M*) Vt) (6.28)
or, let r ( t ) b e a 2 M + N m vector defined as
rT(t) - [eyT(t) ^(t) unT(t)] (6.29)
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and K(t) be the M x (2M+Nm) adaptive gain matrix defined as
K(t ) = [Ke(t) ^(t) Kjt)] (6.30)
Then
up(t) = K(t) r(t) (6.31)
where K( t ) is a combination of two types of gains, i.e.,
K(t) = Kp(t) + Kx(t) (6.32)
and K_(t) is the direct gain, Kj(t) is the integral gain defined as
follows:
Kp(t) - ey(t) rT(t)T (6.33)
KT(t) = ey(t) rT(t)T (6.34)
with
Kx(0) - KIO (6.35)
where T and T are the (2M+Nm) x (ZM+J^ ,) gain weighting matrices. KIO
is the initial integral gain. Note that u_(t) is highly nonlinear
and its values are, in part, proportional to the cube of the output
error ey(t) eyT(t) ey(t).
The stability conditions of the adaptive controller are
established via the Lyapunov direct method by considering a positive
definite function given by
V(e
x»
KI> = e x ( t ) P ex^> * TrfSCKj-T-kKj-c)^ 1 ] (6.36)
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where
P is a N x Np positive definite symmetric matrix
K is a MX (aM+N,^  dummy gain matrix
S is a M x M nonsingular matrix
t**
Note that dummy gain matrix K does not appear in the control
*-w *v ** ***
algorithm. It can be partitioned as K = [K , K, K ] so that
• K r(t) - Ke Cp ex(t) + ^  x^ t) + ^  um (6.37)
where K , K and K are, like K, dummy gains.
Introducing the control algorithm into the error equation given
by Eq. (6.26), using Eqs. (6.31) to (6.33) and recalling from Eq. (6.8)
that u*(t) = S01 x (t) + S_9 u , gives:p 21 m // m
ex(t) - Ap ex(t) + Bp[S2i
- Kx(t)r(t) - Cp ex(t) rT(t) 7r(t)J (6.38)
The time dependence of the variables is omitted in the sequel for
brevity. Thus the adaptive system is described by
S22um ~ KIr
and
K! - CpexrTT (6.40)
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For the positive definite function given in Eq. (6.36), its time
derivative is given by ,
Substituting Eqs. (6.39) and (6.40) into Eq. (6.41), we have
V = exTP[Apex + BpS21xm + BpS22Ura - BpKTr - BpCpexrTTr]
BPS22um ~ BpKIr "




T T T2 ex Cp S S(KT - K)r
- 2 exT[CpT ST S - PBpll^r - 2 exT CpT ST S K r
+ 2 P
Choosing C such that CpT ST S - P B , Eq. (6.42) becomes
V - exT(PAp + ApTP)ex - 2 exTPBp(STS)-1 BpT P ex rT T r
- 2 exT CpT ST S K r + 2 exT PBp(S2ixm + 823%) (6.43)
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Substituting -Eq. (6.37) into Eq. (6.43), we obtain
V = exT[P(Ap - BpKeCp) + (Ap - BpKeCp)TP]ex
- 2 exTPBp(STS)~1BpT P ex rT T r
+ 2 exT PBp[(S21-Kx)xm + (S22 - K^uJ (6.44)
f*+ f*4
with the choice 1^=8^ and KU = S22, Eq. (6.44) reduces to
V - exTlP(Ap - BpKeCp) + (Ap - BpKeCp)TP]ex
- 2 exTPBp(STS)~1BpT P ex rT T r (6.45)
Let Q - - P(Ap - BpKeCp) - (Ap - BpKeCp) P (6.46)
Eq. (6.45) becomes
Q ex - 2 exT P Bp(sTS)-1 BpT P ex rT T r (6.47)
If T is chosen to be positive semidefinite, the second term in
Eq. (6.47) will be negative semidefinite in ex. Then we choose P
~
such that for some K£, Q is positive definite. Consequently, V is
negative definite in ex, and V is a Lyapunov function for establish-
ing the asymptotic stability of the zero state of Eqs. (6.39) and
(6.40).
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To summarize, a sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is
(1) T is positive definite
(2) T is positive semidefinite
(3) P Bp = CpT(STS)
(4) P is chosen such that P(Ap-Bp KC Cp) + (Ap-Bp Kg Cp)TP
^
is negative definite for some K .
Under the above conditions, the plant output will asymptotically
track the model output. Furthermore, since the derivative of V is
negative semidefinite in the augmented state [ex(t), Kj(t)], the
adaptive gains will be bounded.
It should be noted that conditions (3) and (4) together are
equivalent to requiring that the plant transfer matrix
~ • i
Z(s) = Cp(sI-Ap + Bp Ke Cp)""1 Bp be strictly positive real for some
X*
feedback gain matrix Kg. For the definition of positive realness and
strictly positive realness of matrices, see Appendix B.
6.3 Instability Problem Caused by Rigid Body Modes
It is well-known that the zero frequency rigid body modes are
unstable modes. Simulation results show that this adaptive control
algorithm fails to stabilize these modes and yield stable states or
outputs. These problems may be verified analytically. They are
treated as critical cases of stability problems for autonomous
differential equations developed in Ref. 52. Let
x = Ax + g(x) (6.48)
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be the given differential equation, where Ax represents the linear
part and g(x) the nonlinear part. The real parts of the eigenvalues
of A are assumed to be nonpositive. The critical case refers to the
situation where some of the eigenvalues have zero real parts. If the
matrix A has a double zero eigenvalue and if the reduced equation can
be written in the form
(6.49)
(6.50)
(where g is at least of second order, Y and 6 are positive integers),
then we have the following sufficient conditions for instability due
to Lyapunov [53],
The equilibrium is unstable, if one of the following conditions
is satisfied:
(1) y even;
(2) Y odd, a>0;
(3) Y odd, a<0, 6 even, Y > 5 + 1. b>0;
(A) Y odd, a<0, 5 odd, Y > 26 + 2;
(5) Y odd, a<0, 6 odd, Y - 26 + 1, b2+4(6+l)Y > 0;
(6) the equation for 012 contains only the term MCOJ,^)*
To apply the above criteria to our case, the system equations

















rT Tr - e,,T Ty ey *y xm itn um iB
ey Txm x, + C (constant) (6-56)

























KI- ey r T (6.58)
As stated in Chapter VII, in the present study, we concentrate
on the space station attitude hold only, i.e., u,,, • 0. In this
special case, the corresponding coj's are xpi (modal amplitudes) and
i»2*8 are Xpi (nodal amplitude rates), respectively. For a certain
mode, its corresponding block in matrix A is
0 1
[i 0Hence for rigid body modes, it becomes \ n n \ which is exactly the
form represented by Eqs. (6.49) and (6.50). Taking the 6-DOF model
as an example, it is found through tedious expansion that Y • 3, and
a < 0; hence, the possibilities of satisfying condition 1 or 2 are
excluded. One of the remaining conditions may still be satisfied
although the expansion will be extremely tedious and is not done
here. Note that the above conditions are sufficient conditions;
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therefore, the equilibrium state of the system may still be unstable
even though none of them are satisfied.
If um is equal to some constant instead of zero, the analysis of
stability will be different. Since the term B_JxC in Eq. (6.57) is
linear in x_, it should be added to A . This changes the
corresponding matrix A in Eq. (6.48) and its eigenvalues. The zero
frequency modes would disappear, and the stability of the system will
be entirely determined by the eigenvalues of matrix A. If any of
them has a positive real part, instability of the system can be
concluded immediately.
6.4 Plant Augmentation
To solve this unstable rigid body modes problem, a method
referred to as plant augmentation is proposed. The plant
augmentation is accomplished by Introducing an inner control loop in
the plant.
Consider the equation of motion (Eq. (3.18) or (3.66)) before
the damping term is added, ,
MZp + KZp - Bup (6.59)
After the inner loop is introduced, the above equation becomes
MZp + KZp - Bup - KIL Zp (6.60)
where KIL is the inner loop control gain matrix. By rewriting Eq,
(6.60) as follows,
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MZp + (K + KIL)Zp - Bup (6.61)
one can see that the modal characteristics of the plant have been
altered due to Kj^ . By choosing the values and structure of KJL» the
rigid body modes will no longer have zero frequencies. As a result
of this plant characteristic change, a stable adaptive control system
can be realized. It Is important to note that to design such an
Inner loop, one does not require accurate knowledge of the plant.
This is because the Inner loop controller can be made very robust by
choosing the loop only at the location where the controllability.is
the highest for the rigid body modes. Furthermore, the exact values
of the augmented rigid mode frequencies are not important and what is
important is that they are different from zero. Looking from another
point of view, the stability of the adaptive system has been improved
by the highly robust inner control loop.
Taking the two-panel configuration as an example, the inner loop
gain KJL is chosen to have the following form:
KIL - diag(0, 0, KZ2, K92, 0, 0) (6.62)
This selection is based on the fact that the rigid body modes are
largely determined by the core body of the space station. To
determine KZ2» we refer to the following block diagram:
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Since the transfer function H can be written as
H (6.63)
Z2
the natural frequency <oz2 for the rigid body translational mode can




Similarly, the natural frequency 0)92 ^or t*le rigid body rotational
mode is
(6.65)
Hence, the selection of ^ 2 an^ (092 determines the values of KZ2 and
K62.
Extending the above approach to the four-panel configuration is
straightforward. KIL is now of the form:
KIL » diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, KZ4, , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
(6.66)
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Including the effects of payloads, the natural frequencies of






V ^yy+W+V '9 +I8ys"'"I9ys
(6.68)
~ / *=
 J i7~Ti\ 4xx 8xs 9xs
(6.69)
Again the selection of (*>24f U04 an^ u*4 determines the values of
K04,-and.K^4, respectively.
With the inner loop introduced, the space station adaptive
control system block diagram is shown in Fig. 20.
6.5 Sufficient Conditions for Global Asymptotic Stability
After solving the problem of zero frequency rigid body modes via
plant augmentation, we need to find sufficient conditions that will
make the space station adaptive control system globally
asymptotically stable. Referring to Section 6.2, we have to select a
positive definite P satisfying PBp - CpT(STS), and for which



































Before deriving the sufficient conditions for globally
asymptotic stability, we consider first the characteristic equation
of a symmetric matrix for determining its eigenvalues.
Let W be a symmetric matrix having the following partitioned
form:
Let A be an eigenvalue of W. Then
(6.70)
(6.71)
where [Vj V2^ *8 an eigenvector of W corresponding to X, i.e.,
A1V1 * A3V2 " X vi (6>72)
A3V1 * A2V2 " X V2 (6.73)
From Eq. (6.73)
A3 Vl " (X X " A2} V2
Hence
(XI - A2)v2 (6.75)
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Substituting Eq. (6.75) into Eq. (6.72), we have
(XI
(XI (XI - A2)v2 (6.76)
i.e.,
[A3 - (XI - (XI - A2)]v2 - 0 (6.77)
Define the matrix inside the brackets in Eq. (6.77) as Afi.e.,
A = A - (XI - (XI - A2) (6.78)
Since A is a diagonal matrix, in order to have a nontrivial solution
v?, at least one element of A must be zero.
Expanding Eq. (6.78), we have
A - X2A~X - (AL+A2) + (A3"1A1A2 - (6.79)


























and the condition PB - C T(STS) Is satisfied.
Since P is required to be positive definite, all of its
eigenvalues must be positive. Referring to Eqs. (6.70) and (6.80),






In view of Eq. (6.79), we have
or




Hence a typical pair of eigenvalues are found by
A2 - 2X + (1 - a2) « 0 (6.89)
The roots of Eq. (6.89) are given by
(6.90)
Note that a > 0, hence
A, - 1 + a > 0 (6.91)
For X 2 - l - a > 0 , w e require
o < 1 (6.92)






and assume the sane damping for all nodes,
(6.94)
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9 T T T
<fr AC Kj KjC* 1 / 2 T T T1/^-a* XC Kj KjC*
T T T 1 / 2 T T T
•A-a<J> *C K/K.C* OI-2CA ' -* C K. K.C*
p l l p P 1 1 P „
0 T T T
-aA-cr<)> XC K, K.C<J>
P I I P
1 / 2 T T TI-2aU -«<(> C K, K,C4>
P l i p
fr TCTK1TK.C(J)P l i p
1 / 2 T T T1
' -+ C K. K.C(|)
T T T 1 / 7 T T T
*C K, K.C+ -I+2acAi/ *+a* C K. K.C*p l l p p l l p
T T T 1 / 2 T T T
A+a<J) C K. K.C* -OI+2CA ' +4> C K, K.C*p l l p p l l p .
9 T T T
<|> XC K/K.C*
P I I P
1/2 T T T1
' C K. K.C+
P I I P
A+a* TCTK.TK.C+p l l p
1 / 2 T T T
*
7
*** C K. K.C*
P I I P .
1/22oA A-I+2o£A
A-H-2a?A1/2 -2aI+4?A1/2 T T T* P
C K i K i c * p








The second term in Eq. (6.96) is apparently positive semidefinite.












Substituting them into Eq. (6.79), we have
1/2 —1 1/7 —11/<4) - X(A-I+2o?A 7 )
(A-H-2acA1/2)"1(2aA) (-
- (A-H-2ocA1/2) (6.101)
In order that (A-n-latA1/2)"1 exists,
|A-H-2ocA1/2| * 0 (6.102)
i.e., w -l+2aea) * 0 , for i -.1, ... N (6.103)
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I.e., a * for i « 1, ..., N (6.104)
Expanding Eq. (6.101), we have
A.» 2 - X
~2au -20+4CU, 0
(6.105)
I.e., the characteristic equations are,
X2-2 " 2 ~to -H-2acu ID -H-2acu
-0
for 1-1, ..., N. (6.106)
or
X -(
for 1-1, ..., Np (6.107)
Note that for the quadratic equation:




Hence, in order to have A > o and X > 0 we must have
b < 0 (6.111)
ac > 0 (6.112)
Referring to Eq. (6.107), the conditions for positive Xj's are then,
- o(l-wj) > 0 , for 1 - 1,..., N ' (6.113)
l-4oCa)1-(2-4a2-4a2c2)u)12-4a(;u)13-m)14<0 , for i - 1, .... N (6.114)
To summarize, the first set of sufficient conditions for
globally asymptotic stability is given by
T is positive definite
T is positive semideflnlte
a < 1 (6.115)
- o(l-Wl2) > 0 (6.117)
l-4ocw1-(2-4a2-4a2c2)a»12-4a5(1»13+(oi* < 0 (6.118)
for i » 1, ..., U.
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and the condition PBp = CpT(STS) is satisfied.
Since P is required to be positive definite, we have, first of
all,
B > 0 (6.123)
and the eigenvalues of P must be positive. Referring to Eq. (6.70),








Substituting them into Eq. (6.79), It becomes
^ " — A (6.127)
or
A - X2I - (8+1)1 + (6-a2)I
Hence, a typical pair of eigenvalues are determined by
(6.128)
X2 - (8+l)X + (B-a2) - 0 (6.129)
Referring to Eqs. (6.111) and (6.112), the conditions for positive
A's are
and




Substituting P, A^, B_, C_ and Kg into the equation for Q, we have






1/2 T T T
'
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T T T0 -A-a<fr C K, K,C<{.p l l p
1/2 T T T
*' *• i f> v v
61 al
al I
2 T T T 1/2 TTT
-aA-ct <fr C K. K.C* Bl-2acA ' -a* C K . 'K .C*p l l p p l l p
TTT 1 /2 T T T
-A-o* XC K j K j C * OI-25A1' -* ^C^ jKjC*
T T T
. C K. K.C«J)p l i p
T T T*
* C K, K,C<t>
P l i p
TCTK.TK.C* aI-2;A1/2-4>p " "1 ^l^pj
T T T 1 / 2 T T ' T
* *C K. K.C* -BH-2acA1/<£+o<|. LC K. K. C*p l l p p l l p
T T T 1 / 2 T T TVK/K.afr -OI+2CA ' +* ^ ^/K.C*p l l p p l l p
2 T T TVc V
T T TC K. K,C4>
P I I P
T T TLC K. K.C*p l i p
TCTK,TK1C«|»p l i p
1/2 T T T1/z+* ^V/K.C*p 1 1 p j
A-BI+2acA1/2-l-2o<fr
T T TC K. K,C*
P l i p
T TC^

















Again the second term in Eq. (6.132) is apparently positive
semidefinite. Hence in order to make Q positive definite, the first





referring to Eq. (6.70), the corresponding
(6.133)







Substituting them into Eq. (6.79), we have
A - X2(A-0H-2ocA1/2)"1-X(A-BH-2acA1/2)~1(2aA-2aI+4cA1/2)
-1 1/71(2aA)(-2oH-4?A '^ ) 1/7' (6.137)
In order that (A-8H-2OCA1' 2)-1 exists, we must have
|A-BH-2ocA1/z| * o
i.e., u> -8 + 2a£<o * 0 for i - 1, ..., N1 i p (6.138)
i.e., a
8-o)
2Coi, for i - 1, ..., N (6.139)
Expanding Eq. (6.137), we have
A - * *





u ~8+2a(uNp • Hj^
-











Thus, the characteristic equations are,
2 2 2 2
- 2au> -2a+4eu 2au> (-2a+4cu).)-(w. -B+2acw )
1 % f c 1 X * 1 X X X
 r tx - . x+ • . =o2 2 2to -8+2aeu) u -8+2aC<j) u
for 1 - 1, .... Np (6.141)
i.e.,
for i - 1 Np (6.142)
Referring to Eqs. (6.111) and (6.112), the conditions for positive
A^'s are then,
L-to^ ) > 0, for 1-1, ..., Np (6.143)
e2-4aBCa>1-(2S-4a2-4a2C2)a)12 - totu^+u^ < 0,
for 1-1, ..., Np (6.144)
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In summary, the second set of sufficient conditions for globally
asymptotic stability is given by
T is positive definite
T is positive semidefinite
6 > a2 (6.145)
B-OJ 2
" * 253- <6-146)
2C<o1'- ad-uj2) > 0 (6.147)
B2 - 4a8Ca>1 - (28-4o2-4o2c2)a)i2 - 4ac<oi3+<o14 < 0 (6.148)
for i = 1 Np
As we compare the above two sets of sufficient conditions, it is




PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the dynamic
responses of the space stations under the severe disturbances as the
adaptive controller described above is applied without assuming the
complete knowledge of the system parameters. In addition, from the
point of view of practical implementation, means of reducing the
control efforts and their effects on the performance of the system
are studied.
Crew motion, reboost, and vehicle docking are the major
disturbance sources. They will also cause changes of mass
property. Crew motion will shift the center of mass, reboost
will result in gradual mass reduction, and vehicle docking will
spontaneously increase mass and inertia of the system. From the
point of view of time-varying effect and the level of disturbances,
space shuttle docking is by far the most significant source of
disturbance. Since most of the cases studied here are
related to shuttle docking, the docking characteristics and
devices are described first in the following sections.
The simulation programs are written In Advanced Continuous
Simulation Language (ACSL). The program and numerical results of the
simulation of adaptive control during shuttle docking for the 19-DOF
four-panel space station are listed in Appendices D and E,
respectively.
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7.1 Shuttle Reaction Control Subsystem Residual Rates
The shuttle Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS) consists of two
major parts, the primary (PRCS) and the vernier (VRCS) subsystems.
There are a total of 44 thrusters, 38 of them are associated with the
PRCS, each has a nominal thrust level of 870 Ibs; and the other 6 are
associated with the VRCS with a thrust level of 24 Ibs each. Phase
plane control laws are employed to determine when actuations are
needed and jet select logics are used to determine what thrusters are
to turn on. The states of the system are estimated by a two-stage
state estimator with a dual cycle time of 80 ms and 160 ins.
PRCS is normally employed for AV change, attitude maneuvers, and
coarse attitude control; and the VRCS is for fine attitude control.
Since shuttle docking requires maneuvers, PRCS roust be used. Due to
the high thrust level of the PRCS, and with more than one jet used at
the same time to maintain attitude and approach rate while
maneuvering, large residual rates result. The best achievable
(minimum) residual rates, i.e., rates obtained under ideal
conditions, are AV « 0.05 ft/sec and Au = 0.20 deg/sec. However,
these minimum rates are difficult to realize under nominal
operational conditions and much higher rates are expected. These
expected rates are on the order of AV - 0.50 ft/sec and Au - 1.00
deg/sec. Figure 21 shows the shuttle control system block diagram
and residual rates.
For the purpose of performance analysis, the following
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(1) Throughout the docking period, the space station attitude
control system will maintain operational on attitude hold
mode*
(2) Just prior to the contact, the shuttle RCS is set at
passive mode, i.e., no thrusters are allowed to fire.
(3) Once contact is made, latching is assumed, i.e., no
separation is allowed.
7.2 Design of Shuttle Docking Devices
Shuttle hard docking is a rather idealized condition. Under
this condition, the shuttle momentum is transferred to the space
station for a short period of time, At. At the end of At, the
station and the shuttle are latched together as one integrated body.
The initial momentum of the shuttle is determined by the shuttle
mass, ML » 7.81 x 103 slugs (2.52 x 105 Ibs) and inertia, I_ » 7.54 x
O D
106 slug-ft2, and the shuttle residual rate AV and Au> (see Fig. 21).
The final velocities are, of course, determined by the combined system
mass and inertia.
The concept and design of a shuttle docking device which can
simulate both hard and soft docking is shown In Fig. 22. The space
station and shuttle are considered as two separate bodies coupled by
a set of angular and rectilinear springs and dampers. Let Mg and Ig
be the shuttle mass and inertia, and M2 and 12 the mass and inertia
of the station. The values of the spring constants and damping
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where K , D , to , £ are the spring constant, damping factor, natural
A A A A
frequency and damping ratio for the set of rotational spring and damper,
respectively. Similarly, VL , D , ID , £ are for the set of rectilinear
Li Li Li Li
spring and damper. The detailed derivation of Eqs. (7.1) - (7.4) is
given in Appendix C.
With this design, shuttle hard docking can be simulated by using
extremely stiff springs and dampers while for soft docking, much
weaker springs and dampers are employed*
7.3 Performance of Adaptive Control on the Two-Panel Space Station
As stated in Chapter III, the 6-DOP two-panel space station is
used extensively to evaluate adaptive control problems and
performance because of the associated reasonable simulation
turnaround time and cost. These results provide valuable guidance to
the understanding of the performance of space station adaptive
control systems. .
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7.3.1 Augmented Plant Modal Properties
Following the approach described in Section 6.4, the following inner-




K = 4464 Ib/ft
LtZ.
This plant augmentation has caused changes of modal properties from
those shown in Eq. (3.27) of the unaugmented plant. The modal frequencies
and mode shape matrix for this augmented plant are,
V 0.01163 Hz
and
to 2 = 0.039 Hz
a) 3 - 0.0656 Hz
iop4 - 0.1684 Hz
u)p5 - 0.3892 Hz
(»>„<; - 0.3947 Hz
-.921E-1 .128
(7.5)
-.922E-1 .144E-1 .178 .178
.382E-3 -.704E-3 .705E-3 -.264E-3 -.544E-2 -.549E-2
.382E-9 .177E-3 .641E-8 -.158E-1 .185E-2 .226E-5
.332E-3 -.745E-8 -.465E-3 -.959E-9 .135E-6 -.117E-3
.921E-1 .128 .922E-1 .144E-1 .178 -.177
.382E-3 .704E-3 .705E-3 .264E-3 .546E-2 -.548E-2
(7.6)
The corresponding mode shapes are plotted in Fig. 23. As can be
seen, the four lower frequency modes have changed substantially, and
most importantly, the two evolved rigid body modes no longer have
zero frequencies.
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With the nodal dampings assumed to be ?
 k • 0.5% for all modes,
the A_, B , and C matrices in Eqs. (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) can be
readily determined.
7.3.2 The Selection of the Reference Model
To evaluate the performance of the adaptive controller, the
reference model is selected to have lower order, significantly
different model parameters, and high damping. It consists of 4 modes
(corresponding to the 4 low frequency modes of the plant) or 8 states






















































where B and C are shown in Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10), respectively. The









The modal dampings are t, , = 0.707 for all modes. The position to rate
lUK.
measurement weighting factor a - 0.2 and the gain weighting matrices
T - T - diag (2.5 x 109, 2.5 x 109, 2.5 x 1011, 2.5 x 109, 1000,
1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 400, 400, 400, 400) are
used.
7.3.3 Adaptive Regulator Control
7.3.3.1 Controller Performance with High Initial Transient
The purpose here is to evaluate the convergence property of the
adaptive controller for the attitude hold and vibration suppression
under very large Initial transient conditions. The initial conditions
for the plant are:
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Zpl - - 3.699 ft Zpl = - 0.877 ft/sec
8 j o 0.860 deg 6 j = 0.336 deg/sec
0.035 ft/sec
(7.14)
Zp2 - 0.345 ft Zp2 = 
6p2 » 0.937 deg 9p2 - 0.037 deg/sec
Zp3 = 4.071 ft Zp3 - 1.045 ft/sec
8p3 = 0.723 deg 6p3 = 0.387 deg/sec
These conditions were taken 10 seconds after the shuttle docked to
the space station with the shuttle initial approaching rates of 0.2
deg/sec and 0.05 ft/sec. The corresponding values in the modal
coordinates are obtained through the following transformation,
(7.15)
(7.16)




The simulation results for this case are shown in Figs. 24-29.
Figure 24 shows the outputs of the plant and the model. The model
outputs damp out quickly because of its high damping, and the plant
The remaining figures are at the end of this report.
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outputs track them asymptotically and converge within 100 seconds
from the transient starts. The same behavior is observed in Figs. 25
and 26 for the plant and model physical states. In Fig. 25, Z^
follows Z2m better than Zj_ to Zjra or Zj- to Z m^ because a force
actuator is employed at the central bus; thus, at this position,
linear displacement can be controlled more effectively. Figure 27
indicates that the four lower frequency modes of the plant also
closely follow the corresponding modes of the model although mode 2
damps out at a slower pace. Mode 1, the rigid body rotational mode,
is apparently the dominant mode of the system. The two high
frequency modes shown in Fig. 28 also converge to zero within 100
seconds. The required adaptive control inputs, u ., are plotted in
Fig. 29. The demand on bus control torque is quite high, almost
3,000 ft-lb under these high initial transient conditions.
7.3.3.2 Controller Performance with High Initial Transient and
Measurement Noise
The measurement noises of the sensors are assumed to be zero-
mean gaussian white processes. The level of the noises are taken to
be two orders of magnitude lower than those of the peak outputs. Under
these assumptions, the measurement uncertainties for the
accelerometers are 0.012 inch and for the gyros are 20.63 sec. The
qualities for the sensors in existence today are much better than
these. For Instance, the accuracy of the gyro used on High Energy
Astronomy Observatory - 1 (HEAO-1) is 0.5 sec".
The plant and model outputs are shown in Fig. 30. Apparently,
the measurement noises have no significant effects on the high rate
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of convergence and stability of the system although y 3 has some
noticeable fluctuations throughout the time history. Figure 31 shows
the adaptive control inputs. The bus control force u 2 fluctuates
highly during the first 25 seconds which is quite different from that
of the case without measurement noises. After the initial transient,
all the control Inputs are associated with sustaining or even
increasing fluctuations. Control energy is wasted by reacting to
noises after the steady state is reached. One way to solve this
problem is to employ a threshold at the actuator input. Control is
applied to the system only when the input exceeds the threshold
levels. Nevertheless, controller robustness is observed even with a
high degree of measurement noises applied to the system.
7.3.A Adaptive Control During Shuttle Docking
The following simulations are designed to test the controller
performance and stability using shuttle docking dynamics. To
simulate these cases, a docking disturbance term B^ u^  is added to the















and Fj is the docking force, T^ is the docking torque applied to the
space station. F<j and T<j are determined by the following equations:
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Pd - DL (^shuttle - Zp2> + KL ^shuttle ~ Zp2> (7.18)
Td " DA (^shuttle - V> + KA ^ shuttle ' 8p2) (7-19)
and the equations of motion of the shuttle are characterized by
'^shuttle • - Fd/Ms (7.20)
Shuttle = - Td/][s (7-21)
where Mg is the mass and Ig is the moment of inertia of the shuttle*
The shuttle residual rates (rates prior to docking) are:
shuttle <°> " °'05 ft/sec (7.22)
Shuttle (0) " °'2 de8/8ec (7.23)
7.3.4.1 Shuttle Hard Docking
The control objective here is to stabilize the space station so that
it returns to its prior docking condition after docking occurs. Thus
all of the initial conditions for the plant and the model are set to
zero. For regulator control, the input command u to the model is
zero. Since there are no model disturbances employed under the
"unscheduled event," the reference model stays at its quiescent state
throughout the simulation period. Thus the plant, while under the
influence of the docking disturbances, is commanded to follow the zero
output.
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The following docking parameters are used in this case:
DL - 2.313 x 103 Ib/ft/sec
KL - 1.028 x 103 Ib/ft
_ (7.24)
DA - 1.86 x 10' ft-lb/rad/sec
KA - 8.25 x 107 ft-lb/rad
the corresponding damping ratios and natural frequencies are
linear: £L - 0.707
(7.25)
(D = 0.1 Hz
angular: £A - 0.707
(7.26)
u>A - 1.0 Hz
This case is termed "simulated hard docking" because the springs
and dampers used are extremely stiff. The simulation results are
plotted in Figs. 32-39. Figure 32 shows that all of the plant
outputs converge to zero within 100 seconds after docking begins.
The results here are surprisingly good since, in addition to the high
docking disturbances and the parameter and truncation errors, we also
deal with a sudden increase of plant mass and inertia by more than
100Z. The same performance is observed for the plant and model
physical states in Figs. 33 and 34. In Fig. 35, all but mode 2 are
well damped. Mode 2 shows a very lightly damped oscillation,
however, since the amplitude of this mode is very small and it
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presents no noticeable effects on any of the physical outputs. At
higher amplitude, the damping is also higher, the oscillation will be
decayed at a faster rate and it will pose no real problem to the
system. The two high frequency modes in Fig. 36 also show good
convergence rates. Figure 37 illustrates the time history of shuttle
angular position and rate. It is not surprising to note that they
appear almost exactly the same as the central bus angular position
and rate (Figs. 34(b) and (d)) because after the hard docking, the
shuttle and the station are supposed to combine and become one
body. Figure 38 indicates that the peak of the docking torque is
63,158 ft-lb.
To achieve the above performance, a peak torque as high as 7500
ft-lb has to be generated by the bus torque actuator (0^ 3) as shown
In Fig. 39. This is extremely high and presents an implementation
problem. Of course, hard docking will not be a realistic docking
option due to its high transient loads to the space station* Under
soft docking conditions, the torque should be much less.
7.3.4.2 Shuttle Soft Docking
The conditions for the shuttle soft docking simulation are the
same as those of shuttle hard docking except that much weaker springs
and dampers are employed here. Specifically, the following docking
Interface parameters are used:
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DL = 693.8 Ib/ft/sec
KL - 92.49 Ib/ft
DA - 5.57 x 10A ft-lb/rad/sec
KA - 742 ft-lb/rad
the corresponding damping ratios and natural frequencies are
linear: £L = 0.707
(7.28)
I). B- »» «•> "
Lt
angular: CA = 0.707
(7.29)
0. m- n nnt »i_
Because of the very low system natural frequencies yielded under
soft docking, it will take a much longer time for the space station
to reach its quiescent state. Hence, the simulation time of 400
seconds is used in this case. The simulation results are shown in
Figs. 40-49. Referring to Fig. 40, all plant outputs except y
 2
converge slower than those of the hard docking case, especially Vp3- In
Figs. 41 and 42, Zpl, Zp3 and 0p2 also show a significantly slower
convergence rate. The same behavior is observed for modes 1, 2, 3
and 6 in Figs. 43 and 44. In contrast to the hard docking case as
expected, the shuttle angular position and rate as shown in Fig. 45
have experienced high excursions. However, with the adaptive control
system on the space station, the angular position and rate of the central
bus have deviated very little from their nominal values (Figs. 42 (b) and
(d)). Figure 46 indicates that the peak of the docking torque is 190 ft-lb,
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substantially lower than the 63,158 ft-lb of the hard docking — a
factor of 332.
What makes the soft docking a desirable* docking option is, in
addition to the reduced shock load, that the demand of control
efforts drops drastically. For instance, the peak of u 3 drops to 300
ft-lb from 7,500 ft-lb of hard docking (Fig. 47). The comparison of
relative panel tip displacement and acceleration by employing
adaptive control vs. low gain bus control are shown in Figs. 48 and
49, respectively. The dynamic load and panel deflection are markedly
reduced by using adaptive control. For example, with the adaptive
control, tne peak panel deflection drops to 0.41 ft. from 6.6 ft.
7.3.4.3 Shuttle Hard Docking with Actuator Saturation
One way to relieve the high actuation demand on the control
hardware is to employ actuator saturation through gain limiting. - To
study the effect of actuator saturation, shuttle hard docking is
again employed here (for soft docking will take too long to
simulate). The following limits for the control inputs are used:
max I u , - 50 ft-lb
Pi
max I u j - 12 Ibs
(7.30)
.b
max I u , I - 50 ft-lb
max I u , I - 1000 ft-l
P3
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Figures 50-54 indicate that the system performance has degraded
compared with those without saturation (Figs. 32-36), as expected.
The peaks of the responses are higher and it takes longer time
periods for them to converge. It is also seen that the responses are
more jittering due to the bang-bang effect. Larger angular excursion
of the shuttle is also observed in Fig. 55. The docking force and
torque remain unchanged (Fig. 56). Figure 57 shows that the control
inputs Upi and u_^ have not yet totally stayed within their linear
operation region at the end of 150 sec.
As the gain limit becomes more severe (one half the values shown
in Eq. (7.30)), the system performance degrades further as indicated in
Fig. 58. Though it is believed that the outputs will still converge,
it will take a much longer time than the above cases. Moreover, only
u 2 stayed within the linear operation during the simulation period
(Fig. 59).
Regardless of the severe actuation saturations applied, the
results show no sign of threatening the system stability.
7.3.4.4 Shuttle Hard Docking with Model Switching and Disturbance
Modeling
Intuitively it is true that the control effort can be reduced if
after the shuttle docking contact is made with the space station, one
uses a new reference model In which the shuttle mass and inertia are
Incorporated and a simulated disturbance similar to the docking
disturbance is Injected. The plant outputs will now follow the new
model transient instead of the zero model outputs. The reason for
the control inputs to be smaller is because of the expected smaller output
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errors. This has motivated us to study the effect of model switching
and disturbance modeling.
Since the plant is assumed to be poorly known, after
incorporating the shuttle mass properties, the mode shapes and modal
frequencies of the A modes of the model are deliberately selected
with an error up to 20%. The disturbance force and torque inputs to
the reference model are taken to be 2.25 sec-pulse of 173.78 Ibs and
0.225 sec-pulse of 116953 ft-lb amplitude, respectively.
The simulation results are shown in Figs. 60-65. The plant
outputs follow the reference model outputs reasonably well. By
comparing Figs. 60-6A with Figs. 32-36, it is found that the
convergence rates are about the same for the two cases. As far as
the peak control inputs are concerned, u 3 drops significantly from
7500 ft-lb to 2880 ft-lb, and up2 drops from 120 Ibs to 75 Ibs as
shown in Fig. 65. However, upl and up^  rise from 230 ft-lb to about
800 ft-lb. These results indicate that the concept of model
switching is more involved than one may think. More study in the
area of peak control effort reduction will be required. In general,
one should not expect to reduce all the control efforts, but only the
critical ones.
7.4 Performance of Adaptive Control on the Four-Panel Space Station
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the performance of
adaptive control on the much more complex 19-DOF four-panel space
station model.
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7.4.1 Augmented Plant Modal Properties
Plant augmentation has altered the modal properties from those
of the original plant. The new modal frequencies and mode shapes are
shown in Fig. 66. The three evolved rigid body modes no longer have
zero frequencies, and the evolved modes 1 and 2 become pure rotation
about the X and Y axes, respectively. Note that the frequencies .of the
modes in the first bending group are also pushed higher while those
of the modes in the. second bending group remain unchanged due to the
fact that the inner-loop controller is a low-bandwidth system.
With the modal dampings assumed to be Cp^ - 0.5% for all modes,
the Ap, Bp and Cp matrices in Eqs. (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) can be
readily determined.
7.4.2 The Selection of the Reference Model
Again, to evaluate the performance of the adaptive controller on
the four-panel space station, the reference model is selected to be a
lower order system with high damping and significantly different
parameters from those of the plant. It consists of 9 modes
(corresponding to the rigid body modes and the modes in the first
bending group of the plant) or 18 states *„,, 11 inputs u,,, and 11








































C - I act C<J>
m l m m l
(7.35)
(7.36)
where B and C are shown in Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20), respectively. To
show the breadth of the controller performance, the modal frequencies
are selected to have a 40% error and mode shapes a 30% error. The
high modal damping ratios C^ • 0.707 for all modes and position to
rate measurement weighting factor a = 0.2 are employed.
7.4.3 Adaptive Regulator Control with High Initial Transient
The purpose here is to evaluate the convergence property of the
adaptive controller for the attitude hold and vibration suppression
under very large initial transient conditions.
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The initial conditions for the plant are:
Zpl - - 1.649 ft Zpl - 0.283 ft/sec
9pl o 0.845 deg 6pl - - 0.179 deg/sec
Zp3 m 1.617 ft Zp3 - - 0.284 ft/sec
ep3 * 0.830 deg 83 = - 0.180 deg/sec
Zp2 - - 0.004 ft Zp2 - 0.002 ft/sec
•
<frp2 " ~ 0.004 deg $
 2 " 0.017 deg/sec
Zp4 - - 0.001 ft Z
 4 = 0.0002 ft/sec
(7.37)
6p4 B 0.722 deg 6p4 - - 0.029 deg/sec
<frp4 = 0.012 deg £p4 = - 0.035 deg/sec
Zp6 - 0.004 ft Zp6 - - 0.001 ft/sec
*p6 " ~ O'003 de8 *p6 " 0.017 deg/sec
Zp5 -- 1.618 ft Zp5 - 0.283 ft/sec
6p5 » 0.830 deg 6p5 - - 0.180 deg/sec
Zp7 - 1.649 ft Zp7 » - 0.284 ft/sec
6p7 = 0.846 deg 6p7 - - 0.179 deg/sec
These dynamical conditions were taken 10 seconds after the shuttle
docked to the space station with the following Initial approaching
rates:
^shuttle - 0.05 ft/sec
Shuttle - °-2 deg/sec (7.38)
^shuttle " °'2 deg/sec
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The corresponding initial values in the modal coordinates are
obtained through the following transformation,
_ _ A—I rjip - 4>P zp
(7.39)
_ , ^  1 n
n =s m I*p 9p P
The initial conditions for the reference model are,




for i = 1, ..., 9.
The gain weighting matrices T = T •= diag (2.5 x 108, 2.5 x 108,
2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 109, 2.5 x 108, 2.5 x 106,
2.5 x 106, 2,5 x 108, 2.5 x 108, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100,
100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 400, 400, 400,
400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400) are used.
The adaptive system simulation for the four-panel configuration
is Implemented in a fashion similar to that for the two-panel
configuration except that the dimension and complexity are much
greater and the execution time and cost are high. Because of this,
relatively fewer cases have been studied here. However, the results
are very encouraging as shown in Figs. 67-73. The simulation period
is 75 seconds. Figure 67 indicates that the plant outputs closely
track the model outputs; and with the exception of yp4, ypy and
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all outputs converge within 75 seconds. Figures 68 and 69 also show
excellent physical state responses. The three bending angles $2» $4»
• . .
*6 and their rates $2. "!>4» 4>6 converge slower than other states and
rates. The modal responses are shown in Figs. 70-72. All except
mode 5 show relatively high damping rates. Mode 2, the rigid Y-.
rotational mode, strongly dominates the system dynamics and has a
very high rate of damping. This mode is excited due to the fact that
the simulation assumes a huge shuttle angular momentum about the
pitch axis. The demand for control efforts shown in Fig. 73 is
substantially lower than that required for the two-panel
configuration. The peak of control torque is 400 ft-lb at the
central bus and 350 ft-lb at the panel tips as compared with 3,000
ft-lb and 1,000 ft-lb, respectively, for the two-panel configuration.
This is because the four-panel configuration is much more stiff and
massive.
7.4.4 Adaptive Control During Shuttle Hard Docking
Unlike the hard docking case for the two-panel configuration, it
is assumed-here that the residual angular momenta of the shuttle are,




















































where Fj is the docking force, T<j is the docking torque about the
pitch axis (Y-axis), and P<j is the docking torque about the roll axis
(X-axis). Again the shuttle is assumed to dock with the space station
at the central bus (the core). Fd, Td and Pj are determined by the
following equations:
Fd " DF (zshuttle ~
Td - DT (Oghuttle ~








and the equations of motion of the shuttle are characterized by
'"'shuttle '- VMs (7-45)
'"shuttle - - Vie (7.46)
Shuttle " - V1* (7-47)
where Mg = 7820 slugs is the mass; Ie - 7.54 x 106 slug-ft2 is the
ft 2
moment of Inertia about the pitch axis; and IA ° 1*0 x 10° slug-ft
is the moment of inertia about the roll axis of the shuttle.
The shuttle residual rates (rates prior to docking) are:
'^shuttle (°> " °-05 ft/sec (7.48)
^shuttle (°> - °-2 deg/sec (7.49)
^shuttle (°> = °'2 deg/sec (7.50)
Again all of the initial conditions for the plant and the model
are set to zero, and since there are no reference model disturbances,
the reference model stays at its quiescent state throughout the1
simulation period. Thus the plant is commanded to follow the zero
output at the presence of docking disturbances.
The docking parameters used and the corresponding damping ratios
and natural frequencies are listed as follows:
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linear: Dp = 3.06 x 103 Ib/ft/sec




angular: DT - 1.46 x 107 ft-lb/rad/sec
(pitch) KT - 6.48 x 107 ft-lb/rad
(7.52)
CT - 0.707
<OT = 1.0 Hz
angular:. Dp - 7.08 x 106 ft-lb/rad/sec
(roll) Kp - 3.15 x 107 ft-lb/rad
(7.53)
CP - 0.707
o)p - 1.0 Hz
The gain weighting matrices are T - T - diag (2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106,
2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 108, 2.5 x 108, 2.5 x 106,
2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000,
1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000, 1000,
1000, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400, 400).
The simulation results are shown in Figs. 74-82.
Figure 74 shows that all of the plant outputs converge to
equilibrium state within 300 seconds after docking begins.
The same performance is observed for the plant states and their
rates in Figs. 75 and 76. In Figs. 77-79, all but mode 5 are well damped.
However, the amplitude of mode 5 is very small and it is believed
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that it will converge after some longer period of time. Mode 2
strongly dominates the system dynamics due to the huge shuttle
angular momentum applied about the pitch axis. Due to the higher
structural stiffness, the required control efforts (Fig. 80) drop
drastically compared with those in the hard docking case for the two-
panel configuration while the docking force and torque maintain
unchanged (see Figs. 38 and 82). The linear and angular positions of
the shuttle shown in Fig. 81 are practically the same as those of the




The feature of a large space deployable structure Is its complex
flexible dynamics. Flexible dynamics are characterized by extremely
high system dimensions and parameter uncertainties. Model truncation
plays an important role in spacecraft control due to the limited
computer capability and related hardware available today or in the
near future. Control systems that can adequately deal with truncated
dynamics and model parameter errors are necessary for large space
structural systems. Space stations, among all large space structural
systems, have stringent operational requirements and present a unique
challenge for control engineers and researchers. For space
stations, in addition to the parameter uncertainties and
truncation errors, the control system has also to deal with
the growth, time-varying dynamics, and high-intensity environmental
disturbances. Adaptive control provides a potential solution to
these problems. A direct model reference adaptive control
algorithm for the control of space stations is investigated.
This algorithm along with the proposed inner-loop plant
augmentation technique (for the unstable rigid body dynamics)
form a potentially robust control system for space stations. Two
sufficient conditions have been derived to assure the globally
asymptotic stability. Extensive control simulations and analyses
have been conducted for two space station configurations with
emphasis on generic properties and practical implementation issues.
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The adaptive system developed here has exhibited high
performance and robustness. . However, in common with all other
adaptive control algorithms, this one is also nonlinear, complex, and
high gain. The demand on control effort, especially during stringent
high disturbance operations, is so high that it has exceeded the
capability of the realistic hardware. To cope with this problem, a
number of solutions have been proposed and investigated. These
solutions are gain limiting, reference model switching, disturbance
modeling, and disturbance load reduction (e.g., soft space shuttle
docking). With these methods integrated into the controller, the
required hardware capability has been drastically reduced yet
stability and robust performance of the system are still observed.
Further research in this area is required and fruitful results are
expected.
Specific conclusions are summarized as follows:
(1) The study results show promising potential applica-
tion of adaptive control techniques to space
stations.
(2) The proposed inner-loop plant augmentation method as
part of the adaptive system has improved the system
convergence significantly and stabilized the rigid
body modes.
(3) High rates of convergence and robustness have been
observed throughout the simulated cases.
139
Specifically,
(i) The system is robust a) in the presence of unmodeled
dynamics — model truncation, b) with poorly known
plant dynamics, and c) in the event of instant change
of system mass property by more than 100%.
(ii) It shows a good convergence property even under severe
dynamic conditions including a) high initial elastic
deformation and initial attitude errors, b) strong
shuttle docking disturbances and dynamic interactions.
(4) Shuttle hard docking is an example of the harsh space
station operational environment. The high gain requirement
associated with the adaptive controller will far exceed
hardware limitations. Two methods of reducing the control
demand have been investigated. Gain limitation can be
applied to set a practical limit to the control effort and
maintain stability of the system at the expense of higher
transient and longer settling time. Model switching
together with disturbance modeling provides a means for
output error reduction and hence, the reduced control
demand. However, since our knowledge about the plant is
incomplete, tuning through simulation is required to
achieve good results.
(5) It is believed that a combination of load reduction (e.g.,
shuttle soft docking), gain limiting, model switching, and
disturbance modeling will result in satisfactory system
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DEVELOPMENT OF HINGED PAYLOAD DYNAMICS USING




Starting from taking position vectors for points A, B and C





V. - Z. e
—A 4 —A
V_ - Z, e. + L_
—B 4 —A 8a
226
Similarly,
Z4 *A * L9a
—c
Z4 + L8a 8b 2 Z L 8a
2 2 4 L f i -A
-




8 Y8Y * 2 L8a 6 V CO8
v;: - v • v
-E -E
Z4 9b Y' 2 Z4 L9a




"4 'Zl + I "8 VC + I "9 VE + I '4YY 6'J I 'SYS
1 * 2 ' 1 * 2 1 * 2 1 * 2
* "
 X Y
 * 2 XAXX *4 * T X8XS Y8X * 2 J9XS Y 9X"2 9YS
»
*2 2 *2 2 *  * 9
4 + L 8 b ( e 4 ^ 8 Y >
- 2 - 2 y cos y
.
2 L 8 a L 8 b 6 4 C08 8Y
*2 2 *2
L9b ( e*4+SY )2 + 2 Z 4 L 9 a e *
2 Z 4 L 9 b
C 0 8 Y 9YJ * 2 X4YY 6
«J
228
V V - 0
.'. L » T - V - T
There are 7 independent variables: Z,, 6., TTgy» *ov» *A»
i i

















m . Z . <4 4
*
"
 m8Z4 ~ ffl8
• •
Lfio6/. C08 6A ~ BfiLfiK ^i«oa 4 4 o oo or
•
« 64) cos <84
* »9Z4 + »9L9aeA cos 64 + n>9L9b (yjy + 64> cos (64
Expand it, we have,
»8Z4 * tt8L8a64 CO8 64 e 8in









dt m8L8aB*4 + ffl8L8b (6*4 CO8
-
 m8Z4L8b COS (64 m8L8aL8bY8Yc°81f8Y
C08 Y 8Y B9L9b
n9Z4L9a C08 94 * B9Z4L9b COS (64





8in ( f l 4 4 Y 9Y ) J 146
231
Expand it, we have,
m L2 e' + m L2 6 * n. L2 y1 C0
*
Cos
m8L83L8bY8Y sin Y8Y + 2 COS


















m8L8aL8b\ <Y8Y + V sinY8Yj 18Y
232
Expand it, we have,
+ m8L8bY8Y ~m8ZAL8b COS Cos Y 8Y
I8YS64 B8L8.L8b84 8Y (A.4)
Equa t ion f o r Y I
i.e.
9Y'
d f 3L \ 3L









 (SY + %) 8 i n Y9YJ 19Y
Expand it, we have,
COS COS
9Y 6A sin Y 9Y
(A.5)
233




SL9 ' -eV Z4 * (m8L8 + m9L9 + J4YY * *8YS + J9Ys) °4
( 2 \ "m8L8b * m8L8aL8b * ^YSVSY
+ fm«L' t + m^L« Lni + I,99b  m9L9aL9b + X9YS )7 9Y
Equation for Y J,v:
"
 m8L8bZ4 * (m8L8b * m8L8aL8b * J8Ys) 64 * (m8L8b * I8Ys) Y8Y " T8Y
Equation for YQV:
** y 9 \ **
°9L9bZ4 * (ID9L9b * n9L9aL9b * X9YS/ 64 * KL9b * 19Ys)Y9Y * T9Y
234
The equations for $4, t8X» Y 9X are:










+ T v* « TX8XST8X 8X
235




dt 9XS (*4 *-»' 9X
X9XS*4 * X9XSY9X * T9X
236
APPENDIX B
DEFINITION OF POSITIVE REALNESS AND STRICTLY POSITIVE
REALNESS OF MATRICES [55]
Definition B.I
An m x m matrix H(s) of real rational functions is positive
real if
(1) All elements of H(s) are analytic in the open right half
plane Re[s] > 0 (i.e., they do not have poles with positive
real parts).
(2) The eventual poles of any element of H(s) on the axis Re[s]
« 0 are distinct, and the associated residual matrix of
H(s) is positive semidefinite Hermltian.
(3) The matrix H(jo))+HT(-ju>) is a positive semidefinite
Hermitian for all real values of u> which are. not a pole of
any element of H(s).
Definition B.2
An m x m matrix H(s) of real rational functions is strictly
positive real if
(1) All elements of H(s) are analytic in the closed right half
plane Re[s] > 0 (i.e., they do not have poles with non-
negative real parts).
(2) The matrix H(ju)+HT(-j<«>) is a positive definite Hermitian
for all real <i>.
237
APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF FORMULAS FOR CALCULATING THE
SPRING CONSTANTS AND DAMPING FACTORS OF DOCKING DEVICE
Consider the angular springs and dampers first. Referring to
the following figure, the moment of inertia I2 of the core body of
the space station is used to represent the space station and I
represents the shuttle
*A fa
the equations of motion can be written as
I262 T2
I2e8> DA(e8-e2) + .KA.(e8-e2) - TS
(C.I)
(C.2)
Assume that docking occurs at time t - 0, and 02(0) » 8g(0) - 0 (this
will not affect the values of KA and DA). Take Laplace Transforms,
Eqs. (C.I) and (C.2) become
(I2sz + DAs ••• KA)82(8) - (DA8+KA)68(8) - T2(s)





(D.s + K.)9 (s)
6 (s) - —A? —- + T
sv _ 2 . _ ... _ 2
Tg(8)
I S + D.8 + K. I 8 + D.S + K.
s A A s A A
(C.5)








(I,s2+D.s+K.) (I s2+DAs+K.)e (s) - (D.s+KA)26,(8)Z A A s A A Z A A 2
T2(s) Ts(8) (C.7)
For the purpose of obtaining the characteristics of the system, the
right-hand side of Eq. (C.7) is set to zero. Then we have
[I2I8sZ + (I2+I8)DAs + (I2+I8)KA]82 = 0 (C.8)
for s 4 0 ('.' s2 - 0 Implies two rigid modes at the origin)
I2I8s2 + (I2+I8)DAs (C.9)
239
or
Vs' " ' ^s
Hence >
and
For the linear springs and dampers, K^ and DL are obtained as follows
by using the same approach
where M2 is the mass of the core body of the space station and Ms is





PROGRAM LISTING FOR THE SIMULATION OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL DURING





























































APPLICATION OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL ON SPACE STATION (IS DOF)
CREATED OCT 1984 —BY C.H.C.IH
== INITIAL ==
TYPE AND DIMENSION OF VARIABLES
,ZPDO(15),ZPDD(1S>

















































»'NUMBER OF PHYSICAL COORDINATES'
'(ALSO NUMBER OF MODAL COORDINATES)'
$'NUMBER OF PLANT STATES'
*'NUMBER OF PLANT INPUTS AND MODEL INPUTS'
'(ALSO NUMBER OF PLANT OUTPUTS AND MODEL'
' OUTPUTS)
t'NUMBER OF THE MODES RETAINED(TO FORM
'THE MODEL)






































































































































































































C( 10 ,13)«1 .
C( 11 ,15)™1 .
#X4ttA4yX$X44&X($&X4444X44444X).X4XXV4#44&'4¥KXc444iV $4V#&4
* DEFINE THE DOCKING DISTURBANCE PARAMETERS
ZDAM=3.06E+3 S'SOFT DOCKING LINEAR DAMPING COEFF'
ZSTI-1 .3S97E+3 f'SOFT DOCKING LINEAR SPRING CONST'
RDAMT=1 .4S93E+7*'SOFT DOCKING ANGULAR DAMPING COEFF'
RDAMP-7.078E+6
RSTIT=6.4845E£+7$'SOFT DOCKING ANGULAR SPRING CONST'
RGTIP=3 . 14SE+7
MSI!UT=251600. $'MASS OF THE SHUTTLE'
ISNUTT=7.54E+6 S'MOHENT OF INERTIA OF THE SHUTTLE'
ISHUTP-i.OE+6
* CALCULATES M AND K MATRICES, THE EIGENVALUES AND
* EIGENVECTORS OF THE OPEN LOOP SYSTEM, FORM THE
* DAMPING MATRIX IN MODAL COORDINATES, ASSEMBLE AP



























CALL READMK (MASS, STIFF, EIS, FIE, RHOS.RHDE.LS ,LE,M4 , MS,
M9,T4XX,T4Yt,r8XS,I9XS,inYS>I9YS,LBA,L?A,
L8B,L9B,LB,L9>
CALL MADD(STIFF,K1, STIFF, N,N)






CALL MPRINT(HASS,N,N,12,1SH MASS MATRIX)
CALL MPRINT(STIFF,N,N,17,17H STIFFNESS MATRIX)
CALL MPRINT(EVAL,i,N,19,19H EIGENVALUES (U**3) >
* • •
243
177: CALL nPRINT(EVEC,N,N,20,20H MODAL MATRIX (EVEO)
173: CALL MPRINT(FREQ,1,N,23,23H MODAL FREQUENCIES (HZ))
179: DO 80 II=1,N





105: CALL MPRINT(U2,N,N,43,. . .




1^0: CALL MPRINT<HTT,N,N,4,4H MTT)
191: DO 90 XI-i-.N
192. DO 90 J«i,N
193. DAMP(II,J>eO.O
194: 90..CONTINUE
195= DO 95 11=1,N




200: CALL «PRINT(DAMP,N,N,S,5H DAMP)
201: DO 110 11=1,N
202: DO 110 J=1,N
203. A P ( I I , J > « 0 .
204: 110 . .CONTINUE
205: DO 120 11=1,N
206: DO 120 J-i,N
207: A P ( I I , N > J ) = 0 .
208= I F ( I I . E Q . J ) A P ( Z I , N + J > « 1 .
209> 120..CONTINUE
210; DO 130 II»i,N
211: DO 130 J«=1,N
212- AP(N*II , J )»-1 .*U2<II , J )
213: 130. .CONTINUE
214: DO 140 II-l.N
215: DO 140 J=l ,N
216- AP(N-«- I I ,N-»-J )« - l .»DAMP(I I , J )




221: DO 143 11=1,N
222: DO 142 J-1,3
223: B D ( I I , J ) = 0 .
224. BD(N-HI , J ) -BDF(I I , J )
2SS: 142..CONTINUE
226. 143..CONTINUE
227< 00 145 II-i,N
228. DO 144 J-l.M
229: B P ( I I , J ) - = 0 . 0
230: BP(N-HI , J ) -BPF(I I , J )
231' 144. .CONTINUE
232: 145..CONTINUE
233: DO 148 II-1,M
244
234. BO 147 J = = i , N
235: CPUI,J)=ALPHA*CPF<II,J>




24tl :END * 'END OF PROCEDURAL'
241:
242: ' *«)(-.»:
243;' * ASSEMBLE AM.BM.CM MATRICES OF THE REFERENCE MODEL *'
244 : ' #X*******************»******#****#************#******* '
245:
2-16 : PROCEDURAL. < AM, DM ,CM,EVECS,EVECST, DAM, U2M=7ETA,EVEC,U2 ,6,0, ALPHA)
247: DO ISO II=i,L
24f!. DO ISO J-1,L
249: U 2 M ( I I , J ) « 0 .
250.- 150. .CONTINUE
251: DO 152 I I= i ,6
252: W 2 M ( I I , I I ) = W 2 < 6 + I I , 6 + I I ) * 0 . 6
253. 1 5 2 . . C O N T I N U E
254; DO 153 11=1,3
255: U 2 M < 6+II ,6- i 11 > = U 2 < 12+11, i2+I I )* l , 4
256: 153 . .CONTINUE
257: DO 160 11=1,L
250: DO 155 J=i ,L
259: D A M ( I I , J > = 0 . 0
260: 155 . .CONTINUE
261: D A M ( I I , I I > = 2 . 0*ZETA< II > * S ( 3 R T < U 2 M < II ,11) >
£62= 160..CONTINUE
263: DO 170 11 = 1,L
264: DO 170 J=1,L
265: A M ( I I , J ) « 0 .
266: 170..CONTINUE
267: DO ISO II«1,L
268: BO 180 J=i ,L
269: A M < I I , L * J > = 0 .
270- I F < I I . E Q . J ) A M ( I I , L * J ) = 1 .
271: 1 8 0 . . C O N T I N U E
272= DO 190 11=1,L
273; DO 190 J»1,L
274: A M ( L - H I , J ) = - 1 . * W 2 M < I I , J )
275: 1 9 0 . . C O N T I N U E
276: DO 200 11=1,L
277: DO 200 J=1,L
278= A M ( L + I I , L - « J > = - 1 . * D A M U I , J >
279: 200..CONTINUE
280: 00 205 11=1,N
281: DO 205 J«l,9
282: EVECSBai , J>=EVEC(I I ,6«J )
203: 205..CONTINUE




288: EVnCS<4,J ) -EVECSB(4 ,J )*1 .3
289: EVECS(S,J)=EVECSB(5,J)*1.0
290= EVECS(6,J)=EVECSB(6,J)*0.7




























































EVECS<9, J>«=EVECSB<9,J>*1 . 0
EVECS<10,J>=EVECSB<10,J>*1.0
EVECCC 1 1 , J)=EVECSB(i 1 , J)*l .3
EVECS<12 , J>=EVECSB<i2 , J>*0 .7
EVECS(13,J>=EVECS8U3,J>»0.7

















SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS IN PHYSICAL COORDINATES
Z10«0.

































































































Z P D O ( i O ) = Z 6 D O

































411. CALL MPRINTCXPO,1,N2,4,4H X P O )
413: CALL MPRINT(XMO,1,L2,4,4H XMO)
413;
414:END f'END OF PROCEDURAL'
415:
416 '




421: DO 270 11=1,Q
422: DO 270 J-i,Q
423: T A ( I I , J > - 0 . 0
424: 270..CONTINUE
425: DO 300 II»1,Q
426: . T A ( I I , I I ) = T A S ( I I )
427= 3 0 0 . . C O N T I N U E
420: DO 310 11-1,0
429: DO 310 J-i,Q
430= T B ( I I , J ) = 0 . 0
431. 310..CONTINUE
432: DO 320 11=1,Q
433= TB(II , I I )»TBS(II)
434.- 320. .CONTINUE
435 =















451: T E R M T ( X P ( 1 ) . C T . 1 . 0 E - H O >
452: T E R M T ( X P ( 2 ) . C T . i . O E * 1 0 >
453.PROCEDURAL < NSTP-T,TSU,NSTP1,NSTP2)
454. JF(T.GT.TSU) CO TO 325
455: NSTP-NSTPi
456< CO TO 327
457 . 325.. NSTP«NSTP2
458 > 327..CONTINUE
459>END t'END OF PROCEDURAL'
460:





465 : ' ****x**X*XXX>**XXX*X*****XXXX**XXX**Xt«X***X**XX*:**«»**** -
464;' * CALCULATE THE SOFT DOCKING DISTURBANCE FORCE & TOROUC *'
467: ' ' .**x*X*««**«x**X«****XX**X>M««**XXX«*ttX*X****««xXX«***X««4'
468 :
469 PROCEDURAL (FDOCK ,TQ0CKT,TQDCKP,FDDOCK ,DDSHUT,DI>EHUP ,ZDDSHU= . . .
470 : RPAMT,RDAMP,ZDAM,DSHUT,DSHUP,ZDSHU,ZPD,RSTIT, . . .
471 = R STIP , ZSTI , SHUT , SHIIP ,ZSHU , ZP , ISHUTT , I5HUTP , MSHUT ,C)
472 : TQDCKT=RDAMT* ( DSHUT-ZPD < 8 >> +RSTIT* < SHUT-ZP <8 > )
473: TRDCKP=RDAMP*<DSHUP-ZPD<9>>+R3TIP*<SHUP-ZP<9>>
474. FDOCK=ZDAM*<ZDSHU-ZPD<7> >+ZDTI*<ZSHU-ZP <7) >
475^ DDSMUT=-(TQDCKT/ISHUTT>
476= DDSHUP«-<TQDCKP/ISHUTP>





4B2:£ND *'END OF PROCEDURAL'
483:
484: ' **X***»*X***»********S********««************xyx***»*xy'
485:' *DEFINE THE INTEGRAL CAIN KI AND PROPORTIONAL GAIN KP*'
486 : ' **XX***X*XX*»*XX*X***XXXXX*#*X*X*****X**XXXX**XX****X* '
487.
489: DO 330 II-1,«
490: EYS<II)-
491= 330. .CONTINUE
492= DO 340 II-i.M
493:
494: 340. .CONTINUE
495: DO 350 11=1, L2
496=
497: 350. .CONTINUE
498: DO 360 II-1,M
499= R(M+L2-HI>-UM(II)
500: 360.. CONTINUE










511. END «'END OF PROCEDURAL'
512:
513 >'
514.' * FIND THE CONTROL UP FOR THE PLANT *'
515 > ' . ******«******«**********************«»«******:!(***$****'
516.
517 : PROCEDURAL (UP-KI ,KP,R )
518. CALL MVHULT(KI,R,DUMY6,H,Q>
519. CALL MUMULT(KP,R,DUMY7,H,Q>
520. CALL VADD(DUNY6,DUHY7,Uf ,M>
521:






























552: DO 370 I I - i ,N




















573. '»«««m«««««o«»««»»=««= END OF DERIVATIVE «•«•»•»••«—••«««•»••»•
574 <
575 > ' «*t****»«**S«**«S*X****»***********«S****X«*«**«***«S*'
576.' * CHANGE RADIANS TO DEGREES *'




































































































































































* PRINT SYSTEM PARAMETERS *'
CALL MPRINTCEVECT,N,N,34, . . .
34H TRANSPOSE OF MODAL MATRIX (EVECT) )
CALL MPRINT(EVCCI,N,N,32,. . .
32H INVERSE OF MODAL MATRIX <EVECI»
CALL MPRINT(EVECS,N,L,3i, . . .
31H TRUNCATED MODAL MATRIX <EVECS>>
CALL MPRINT(DAMP,N,N,3S, . . .
3SH DAMPING MATRIX OF THE PLANT (DAMP))
CALL MPRINT(DAM,L,L,34, . . .
34H DAMPING MATRIX OF THE MODEL (DAM))
CALL MPRINT(U2,N,N,43, . . .
43H GENERALIZED STIFFNESS MATRIX OF PLANT (U.'.'M
CALL MPRINT<U2M,L,L,44, . . .
44H GENERALIZED STIFFNESS MATRIX OF HOUCL (U2tt»
,N2,N2,10,iOH MATRIX AP>
,N2,M,10,10H MATRIX BP )














































11: DO 10 1=1,15





















































































































H C ( I , J > = 0 .
30 CONTINUE









































































DO 60 1 = 1 ,14
DO 60 J=K,15




M A S S ( I , J ) » M C ( I , J ) + M D ( I , J )
70 CONTINUE



































































MASS AND STIFF ARE THE INPUT H AND K MATRICES.
SUBROUTINE FIRST FINDS SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION PHI1 SUCH
THAT THE COLUMNS OF PHI1 ARE EIGENVECTORS OF MASS NORMALIZED
SUCH THAT
(PHI!)'(MASS)<PHI1>=<IDENTITY) (' DENOTES TRANSPOSE)
THEN FINDS ANOTHER SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION PHIS NORMALIZED
GUCH THAT
(PHI2)'<PHI1>'(STIFF) <PHI1XPHI2)«DIAG(EVAL)
WHERE EVAL ARE THE EIGENVALUES OF THE OPEN-LOOP SYSTEM,
I.E., THE SQUARES OF THE EIGENFREQUGNCIES.
FINALLY, THE PRODUCT
EVEC=<PHI1MPHI2>
IS RETURNED - THE J COLUMN IS EIGENVECTOR OF OPEN-LCDP
SYSTEM CORRESPONDING TO J EIGENVALUE.








CALL SYMQRR (*601, PHI I, N,N,EVAL,UORK >
RENORMALIZE FIRST SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION









CVAL NOW CONTAINS THE SQUARES OF THE EIGENFREQUENCIES
CALL MMULT<PHI1,PHI2,EVEC,N,N,N)













































THIS SUBROUTINE WILL CALL AINU FOR AN ACSL PROGRAM
AND IT WILL HANDLE THE ERROR TRAPPING
CALL AINVR(A,N,N,*100,UORK>
RETURN
HANDLE ERROR BOMB OUTS
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1000>





2:C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SUM A+B AND STORES THE RESULT IN C
3-C L " ROUS OF A AND B , N » COLS OF A AND B
4-- DIMENSION A(L ,N> ,B<L ,N > ,C(L ,N)
5: DO 100 I-l.L


















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PRODUCT AB AND STORES THE RESULT IN C
100











N = COLS OF B
1: SUBROUTINE MVMULT<A,B,C,M,N)
2=C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PRODUCT OP HATRIX A AND
3:C VECTOR B AND STORES THE RESULT IN VECTOR C
4: DIMENSION A(M,N>,B(N),C<«)
5: DO 100 I»1,N
6: C<I>-0 0







2=C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A TRANSPOSE AND STORES RESULT IN AT
3:C M - ROWS OF A , N • COLUMNS OF A
4: DIMENSION A<M,N>,AT<N,H>
Si DO 100 J«1,H







P.C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE SUM OF VECTORS A AND ft AND
3:C STORES THE RESULT IN VECTOR C
4> DIMENSION A(M),B(M),C(M)






2:C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE TRANSPOSE Or VECT0.7 A AND
3:C STORES THE RESULT IN MATRIX AT
4; DIMENSION A(M),AT(i,H>





1: SUBROUTINE M C O P Y < A 1 , B 1 , M , N >
2-C THIS SUBROUTINE COPIES A INTO B
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NUMERICAL OUTPUTS FOR THE SIMULATION OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL DURING
SHUTTLE HARD DOCKING TO FOUR-PANEL SPACE STATION
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